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The cover illustration shows a detail from
`The Hikers' by Betty Sinclair, whose vibrant

paintings were exhibited at the Manor House
during the summer of 1993. With great regret
we learnt of her death during the course of
the exhibition.
`Her world is luxuriant with brightly
coloured flora, with placid waters and
evergreen trees. All the inhabitants, be they
children or lovers, always hold hands. The
style is naive. However, my mother is not. She
has read the book, Imows well enough how
the story will end; that even the brightest of
flowers must wither and die.'
These words appeared in a tribute written by
her son, Clive Sinclair for `The Jewish
Chronicle' a few days before her death.
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EDITORIAL

BUT ONLY HH WHO SHES
TAKES OFF HIS SHOHS

Af:z:ogeT::t,o:o:ri:::r?f#%
stages in the observing of a miracle.
The  first  is  denial  (Ha!   Ha!   ...  it's
impossible). The second is perception
(Wow). The third is denial  (It was  a
socio-political    economic    phen-
omenon).

There  can  be  no  doubt  that  the
events  leading  up  to  the  historic
signing  of  a  peace  accord  between
Israel    and    the    Palestinians    in
Washington on September 13th were
read  widely  in  accordance  with  the
cartoonist ' s pattern.

When news of the deal, brokered so
quietly  and  brilliantly  in  Norway,
became  public,  it  had  an  air  of the
surreal about it. It was hard to believe
that  the  headlines  and pictures  were
not part of some gigantic P#rz.in-Sfrpz./.
The  photograph  in  Zlfee  rz.meg  of an
ultra-orthodox rabbi embracing Yasir
Arafat  could have  been  a composite
photograph  from  Prz.vczfe  Eye.  The
solemn  statements  from  Damascus
approving  Israel's  actions  sounded
like the satirical headlines from Week
E#dz.%g. Such was the pace of events
and  so  great  was  the  transformation
that  one  had  to  pinch  oneself  to
believe that it was true.

After  so  many  decades  of hatred
and     hostility,     after    so     many
apparently  missed  opportunities,  we
had come to believe that the problems
of the  Middle  East  were  intractable
and   could   never   be   solved.   As
intractable as the conflict in Northern
Ireland. As full of despair and denial
for would-be peace makers as Bosnia
is for David Owen.

And  then  came  the   `wow'.  The
excitement,     the    exultation.    A
television clip of a right -wing Jewish
settler in Gaza saying that he regarded
the  Agreement  as  a  disaster  and  a
betrayal    but   that    it   had   been
negotiated   by   a   democratically

elected government and he would not
resort  to  undemocratic  means   to
Oppose it.

Almost  every  diaspora  family
knows an Israeli family who trembles
at   the   prospect   of  their   son   or
daughter being called into the army.
Could  the  end  of  such  harrowing
experiences be in sight? News of the
Agreement followed swiftly upon the
Memorial   Service   for   Jonathan
Boyden,  son  of  a  leading  Reform
rabbi    and    Leo    Baeck    College
graduate,  killed  on  army  service  in
the  Lebanon.  Could  the  Agreement
represent the beginning of an end to
such   sacrifice  and   such   tragedy?
Rarely,  if ever,  can  the Jewish  New
Year  have  seemed   so  joyful,   so
promising and so new.

Then,    the    knowing    political
analysis. Israel ' s Labour Government
had come to power through promises
of  peace  and  those  two  political
veterans,  Rabin  and  Peres,  had  to
deliver  to  ensure  careers  crowned
with  glory  rather  than  ignominy.
Israel   is   tired   of   war,   sick   of
sacrificing children on the Lebanese
border.   The   pressure   from   the
international  community  and  from
demography is such that compromise
was  always  inevitable.  As  for  the
PLO, its support for Iraq in the Gulf
War  was  a  political  and  financial
disaster.  Bankrupt,  distanced  from
many Arab nations  and in danger of
being  rendered   irrelevant  to  the
Palestinians  themselves  by   a  new
generationoflslamicfundamentalists
and Hamas activists -Peres' cunning
intervention threw Arafat a lifeline he
had  no  option  but  to  seize.  Simple
ReczJpoJz.£}.k. A deal wholly explicable
as    a    `socio-political    economic
phenomenon.'

So be it. But a miracle nevertheless.
For that is the nature of miracles and
that is the way of God in history.  A
Power and a Truth which, if human

beings  are  so  minded,  can  sieze  the
hour  and  turn  even  the  yefzer  feczrcz
(evil   inclination)   to   good   effect.
Those who have attained the dubious
pleasure  of  middle  age  will  have
experienced at least three miracles in
their lifetime -in  1948,  in  1967  and
now in  1993. But as the poet wrote -
with  a  Biblical  miracle  in  mind  -
`Earth's crammed with heaven/ And

every common bush afire with God/
But  only  he  who  sees,  takes  off his
shces. '

A   footnote.   It   is   a  hazardous
business   writing   an   editorial   on
September   13th  for  publication  in
mid-October.   Who   knows   what
cynical  blows  will  be  aimed  at  the
miracle?   But  one  thing  is  certain.
Imaginative  political  acts  take  great
courage, for they affect not only the
individual but society as a whole. But
in one respect individual acts are still
harder.  As  we  write  these  words,
Prime Minister Rabin, who, it seems,
has few doubts about the wisdom of
his political action, is wrestling with
an individual matter. How will it feel
to  be  in  the  same  room  as  Yasir
Arafat?  Can  he  bear  to  shake  his
hand? And what if his enemy should
seek  to  embrace  him?  JacobS  and
Esau?

Personal     hatred,     deep     fear,
profound  antipathy  -  the eradication
of such a legacy demands a miracle of
greater  proportions  even  than  the
events unfolding at a diplomatic level.
Judaism  has  an  abiding  faith  in  the
possibility    of   fcsfe#vc!fe   but    the
individual  tuning  required  to  fulfil
Mr. Peres' vision of a Middle Eastern
common  market  in  which  Jew  and
Arab form  a lasting partnership  still
seems  only  a  brave  dream.  But  as
Herzl   said  in  another  miraculous
context: `If you will it, it is no dream' .
The  courage  to  will  it  is  Israel's
miracle  and  MANNA  takes  off  its
editorial shoes .
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HOW SACKS
SHUTS US OUT

YEARS AGO, WIIEN I served
as Chairman of the Council of
Reform and Liberal Rabbis in

Britain, I had an encounter in London
with    Shlomo    Goren,    the    then
Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of Israel. In the
course  of  our  conversation,  Rabbi
Goren   asked   the   question   many
Orthodox Jews have put to me over the
years,   apparently   intended   as   a
compliment:  How come that a Polish
Jew is a Refomi Rabbi?

The then Chief Rabbi of the United
Hebrew     Congregations     of    the
Commonwealth, now Lord Jakobovits,
"explained"   in   an   effort  to   find

mitigating circumstances,    that I had
been taken to Russia as a child during
the Holocaust and  subsequently  grew
up  in  Sweden.  The  implication  was
that  had  I  had  a  proper  Orthodox
upbringing,  I  would not have strayed
from  the  path  of  the  righteous.  His
intervention was intended to be an act
of kindness.

Lord Jakobovits' successor in office,
Rabbi  Jonathan  Sacks,  extends  the
same  kindness  in  his  O#c  Peop/c?
Tradition, Modernity and J ewish Unity
(The   Littman   Library   of  Jewish
Civilization,    1993,   London    and
Washington:   pp   254   £30.00   hb,
£12.95  pb).  This  excellent,  erudite,
informative and important book wants
to reach out to all non-Orthodox Jews
by  describing  each  of  us  with  the
Talmudic  term  tinok  shenishbah,  a,
child raised  among  Gentiles  and  thus
not  really  knowing  what  he/she  is
doing. As much as we may appreciate
the  argument,  we  cannot  accept  the
conclusion.

If I understand Rabbi  Sacks, every
non-Orthodox    synagogue    is    an
institution  for  Jews  who  have  had  a
disturbed spiritual background, caused
by modemity, out of which they have
not yet managed to  grow. This is the
non-Orthodox synagogue' s good point,
as far as he is concerned. But it is also
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Dow Marmur

bad because, by seeking to legitimize
the spiritual orientation of its members,
such synagogues impede their progress
toward  the  religious  maturity  and
Jewish authenticity that only Orthodox
Judaism can offer.

This   seemingly  patronising   con-
tention  is  the  cornerstone  of  Rabbi
Sacks's philosophy of `inclusivism'. It
is  the  only  way  in  which  Reform
Judaism, for example,  can be viewed
from  an  Orthodox  perspective.  The
altemative is to see it as heresy, or as
another religion  altogether.  Religious
pluralism has no place in the Orthodox
scheme of things.

Rabbi Sacks borrows his tens from
John  Hick,  the  Christian  religious
philosopher,     who     distinguishes
between exclusivism, inclusivism and
pluralism. The author of O#c PcopJe?
seeks  to  reclassify  Jewry  into  these
three   categories.   As   an   avowed
inclusivist   he   distances    himself
somewhat from exclusivist Orthodoxy
and  totally  repudiates  the  religious
pluralism   of   all   other   forms   of
contemporary Judaism.

"Inclusivism,"  writes  Rabbi  Sacks,
"is  the  belief  that  the  covenant  was

made with a people, not with righteous
individuals  alone." This is in contrast
to  Western  modernity   which  "has
given peculiar weight to the individual
and the state, a dichotomy into which
Judaism    cannot    be    translated."
Therefore  "a  p]ura]ism,  that  would
formally  recognize  the  obsolescence
of  fo¢Jakfo¢fo     -   as   does   Jewish
secularism - or its subjection to the
autonomous self - as in Refomi - or
the local ethic of time and place - as
of  Conservatives  -  would  not  be  a
proposal to unite Jewry, but, instead to
announce its dissolution."

Sacks'   analysis   of  the   divisions
within    Orthodoxy,    partly    along
exclusivist-inclusivist  lines,  is  most
instructive. It  laments that, as a result
of   the   onslaught   of   modernity,
Orthodox Judaism has lost its ability to
speak with one voice.

What will always unite all Orthodox
Jews,  however,  is  their  fundamental
affirmation  of  ha/czkfoczfe,  Jewish  law.
What unites all non-Orthodox Jews is a
basic rejection of the supreme rule of
that  law.   As  is   apparent  from  the
passage quoted above, Sacks makes no
distinction between Conservative  and
Reform Judaism in this respect, which
no  doubt  will  aggrieve  exponents  of
the    former    and    be    hurtful    to
representatives  of  Reform  in  Britain
and in Israel, who seem to believe that
they,  too,  operate  largely  within  a
fea/czkfez.c  framework.   But  the  book
under  discussion  is  intended  for  the
American   reader,    where   Sacks'
description is more apt.

The  concentration on America and
to some extent on Israel and the virtual
absence  of  references  to  Britain  is
intriguing.   Though   the   book   was
apparently written before Rabbi Sacks
was appointed to his present position,
judging by the extensive bibliographic
references, it has been brought up-to-
date prior to its recent publication.

Why, then, does the Chief Rabbi of
the  United  Hebrew  Congregations  of
the  Commonwealth  not  discuss  the
religious    situation    in    his    own
constituency?    Is    it    really    that
insignificant, or indistinguishable from
the  rest?   Or  would   it  have   been
politically  inexpedient to  criticize his
opponents inside the community while
seeking to represent them outside?

For  Liberal  and  Reform  Jews  the
most controversial aspect of the book
is its attitude to non-Orthodox Judaism.
Since  the  author  largely  sympathises
with the exclusivists on his "right", he
®is not troubled by their separatism. But
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by  rejecting  pluralism he  asserts  that
the only way in which those "left" of
him  can  be  integrated  is  if  they  are
prepared to regard their liberalism as
an  interim  stage  on  their  spiritual
journey, a temporary station on the way
to the Orthodox destination. His only
hope  for  us  -  misguided  children
raised   among  Gentiles,  victims  of
modernity - is that we will grow up
and become part of his mature world of
Jewish Orthodoxy.

This,   then,   is.  the   gist   of   the
manifesto on Jewish unity  of a Chief
Rabbi who wants to represent all Jews
while   legitimizing  only   Orthodox
Jews. At the end of his book, he spells
it out in ten propositions:

1.  All Jews  must leam  to  speak  to
each  other  and  of  each  other,  with
sensitivity  and  civility.  He  is  most
anxious    not    to    be    deliberately
offensive. He mentions more than once
that  his  stance,  despite  its  scholarly
presentation, may be perceived by non-
Orthodox Jews as patronising. Though
he regrets it, he naturally feels unable
to  change  his  views  or  refrain  from
articulating them.

2. Coercion in whatever form is not
the   way   to   bring   Jews   back   to
Orthodoxy. As coercion would only be
possible in Israel, where Orthodoxy has
real  power,  he  is  obviously  rejecting
politicized  Orthodoxy  in  the  Jewish
state.

3 . We must all join forces to promote
Jewish education. But despite his own
very   wide  reading,   amply  demon-
strated   in   the   footnotes   and   the
bibliography of O#e Peep/e?, it is not
clear  whether  such  education  would
include  that  taught  in  non-Orthodox
circles.

4. Jewish law must not be changed,
but it should be stretched to include the
widest  possible  constituency.  Rabbi
Sacks seems to be in favour of lenient
interpretations   of   fecz/akfeczfe,   even
though he would respect and probably
abide by the stringent ones. Elsewhere
in  the  book he  speaks  warmly  of the
allegedly  broad-minded  approach  of
the   late   Rabbi   Moshe   Feinstein,
perhaps  the  most important exponent
of ha/czkfoafe in this century, who would
accept  divorced  women,  previously
married  by  Reform  Rabbis,  for  re-
marriage   under  Orthodox  auspices
without  a  get,   a  traditional   bill   of
divorce,   by   declaring   all   Reform
marriages  cz  pr!.or!.  invalid.  As  there
was no marriage in the first place, there
would be no need for a divorce. What
seems  ingenious   to  a-  fed/cz4fez.sf  is  to
others an insult.
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5. Inclusivist Orthodoxy must "seek
a nuanced understanding of secular and
liberal  Jews."  Even  in his  attempt to
reach  out,  Rabbi  Sacks  cannot  avoid
being patronising: ``Secular and liberal
Jews are not to be judged as deliberate
rebels but as unwitting -sfeogcg -or
coerced - czfe##s - products of their
environment." Apparently we are only
misguided children, not wicked brats.

6.    Rabbi    Sacks    says    of   the
inclusivist,   his   cz//er   ego,   that   he
"strives   to  recognize   the  positive

consequences of Jewish liberalism and
secularism  even  as  he  refuses   to
recognize   their  truth   or  ultimate
viability."   Once   again,   it   is   our
potential to become Orthodox that, to
him, is our most attractive feature.

7. For he "values Refonn Judaism's
partial  return  to  religious  practice,
Jewish     education,     a    sense    of
peoplehood, the Hebrew language, and
a  love  of the  land  of Israel."  But he
calls  on  their  leaders,  as  well  as  on
secular Israelis. to act responsibly and
not   to   exacerbate   the   situation.
Elsewhere  he  attacks  the  American
Reform  movement  for  championing
patrilineal descent.

8.   This   exponent  of  inclusivism
pleads for understanding of exclusivist
Orthodoxy.  He  states  that he himself
"does  not  stand  midway   between

Orthodoxy and Reform, ha/czkfeczfe and
rejection of ho/¢kfeczfo," but that "he is
committed  to  the  same  principles  of
faith and law as exclusivists." One is,
therefore,  tempted  to  conclude  that
Rabbi  Sacks  has  done  little  else  than
formulate  staunch  Orthodoxy  with  a
human face.

9.     Despite     his     rejection     of
secularism,  he  "calls  on  all  Jews  to
respect  the   sanctity   of  the  Jewish
people."  He  adds:  "Every  Jew  today
who, after the tragedy of the Holocaust,
the attacks on the State of Israel, and
the ravages of assimilation, chooses to
stay a Jew and have Jewish children is
making a momentous affirmation that
may not be dishonoured." Even if his
Orthodoxy      cannot     affirm     my
expression of J#dczz.a;71, Rabbi Sacks is
still  prepared  to  acknowledge  my
Jew.sfe#ess. We should be grateful for
small mercies.

10. Therefore, he calls on us "to hear
the divine call in history." Pointing to
the  remarkable  resurgence  of  all
branches  of Judaism and  the  tenacity
of  the  Jewish  people,  he  urges  his
readers to marvel in humility and awe.
Thus  there  is  much  in  this  book  to
which all of us can say Ame#.

One   People?   ±s   a.n   impressive

statement  which  non-Orthodox  Jews
should study with care. But it is also a
disturbing book, for the following three
reasons, at least:

First,  even  if we  accept  the  thesis
that  Judaism  viJithout  ha/akfeczfe  is  an
aberration,   Rabbi   Sacks   has   not
demonstrated  convincingly  that  fez.a
understanding of fea/¢khafe is the o#/y
way  possible.  There  is  a  substantial
body     of    contemporary     Jewish
scholarship,  with  Rabbi  Dr.  Louis
Jacobs  of London  as  one  of its  most
distinguished exponents, that points to
the impossibility  of speaking  of rfJE
fea/czkfeczfe in the face of the evidence of
- yes - early pluralism in matters of
law  and  not  only  of  lore,  as  Sacks
Suggests.

Second, his  new classification into
exclusivist,  inclusivist  and  pluralist
Jews  does  not  clarify  why  he,  the
inclusivist,  cannot  openly  attend  the
institutions of the pluralists. The 1992/
93  Annual  Report  Qf the  Leo  Baeck
College  contains  a  photograph  taken
during  a  visit  to  the  College  by  the
Archbishop of Canterbury. On another
occasion  Cardinal  Glemp  of  Poland
was  a  visitor.  Can  there  ever  be  a
photograph  of Rabbi  Sacks  with  Leo
Baeck College students?

Which   brings   me   to   the   third
disturbing conclusion: not only has Dr
Sacks  argued  against  the  prospect  of
unity,  but  one  suspects  that  if  non-
Orthodox   Jews   refuse   to   become
Orthodox, it might be in the interest of
Jewish  unity,  as  defined  by  him,  for
them  to  cease  to  be  Jews  altogether.
Perhaps  visits  by  Archbishops  and
Cardinals  to the  institution  that trains
non-Orthodox Rabbis are only grist to
the Chief Rabbi's mill.

In  the  last  resort,   therefore,   the
author  of this  well-written  and  well-
argued  book  refuses  to  acknowledge
Reform,  Liberal   and   Conservative
Judaism  as  legitimate  partners  in  the
historic enterprise of preserving Jewish
continuity   in   the   modern   world.
Bearing in mind his brilliant intellect,
his high profile office and his urbane
style, non-Orthodox Jews living in the
countries he  seeks  to represent might
have expected more. But perhaps that
is unrealistic.  Orthodoxy, even with a
very   human   face,    is   ultimately
incapable of being humane. That would
put individuals before the collective .

Rz\bbl  Dow  MaLrmur,  formerly  Of  Poland,
Sweden  and  England,  is  Senior  Rabbi  at  Holy
Blossom  Temple  in  Toronto.  His  most  recent
book,   "The  Star  Of  Return"   was  published  in
1991  and he has previously reviewed the writings

Of Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks f tor MA:NNA`.



BRIDGING THE GULF
DIALOGUE  VITH  A  DEFERENCE:
THE     MANOR     HOUSE    GROUP
EXPERIENCE
Edited  by  Tony  Bayfield  and  Marcus
Braybrooke,  SCM Press, London,  1992,
pp  181, £9.95 pb.

Graham James

T:thp:esgth:sA¥;p¥f
Canterbury. He has the right to confer
degrees, a vestige from long-forgotten
days when the Papal Legate could grant
dispensations   from  the  residence
requirements      at      our      ancient
universities. The preservation of such
eccentricities  within  the  Church  of
England  reflects  a  national  affection
for   the   ancient   and   archaic.   But
sometimes  the  fossils  of English  life
convey   surprisingly  contemporary
meanings.

It  was  on  my   second  day  as   a
member    of    the    Archbishop    of
Canterbury's staff in  1987 that I   saw
this   academic  relic  of  the  English
Reformation put to  creative use.  The
then  Chief  Rabbi,  Immanue]  Jako-
bovits,  came  to  Lambeth  Palace  to
receive a doctorate in divinity awarded
by   the   then   Archbishop,   Robert
Runcie.  A  Jewish  choir  sang.  Latin
prayers were said, incomprehensibility
thus   neutralizing   any   theological
difficulties. The ritual was distinctively
Anglican.    As    the    Archbishop's
chaplain, I led a procession canying a
mace over my shoulder and bearing a
mortar-board. Though I did not know
it,  even  more  bizarre ceremonies  lay
ahead of me.

The Archbishop expected  criticism
for  bestowing  a  doctorate  in  divinity
upon  a Jew.  It  was  only  a few  years
earlier  that  the  first  non-Anglican
Christian  had  received  a  Lambeth
degree. There are not many things an
Archbishop of Canterbury does or says
which  escape criticism.  This  time his
reserves of courage were not tested. He
received only praise. That was a tribute
not simply to the esteem in which the
then Chief Rabbi was held, but to the
development   of   Jewish-Christian
dialogue in this country. It was a token
of  the  changed  relationship  between
the mainstream Christian churches and
the Jewish community.
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The existence of the Manor House
Group is both a reflection of and one of
the hidden contributory factors to this
shift in thinking. It is easy to sneer at a
self-selected  group  of people  with  a
liberal  cast  of  mind,  secure  in  each
other's   company,   yet  feeling   the
occasional   theological   thrill   when
advancing a daring thought. This book
of essays deflates such cynicism, for it
combines  lucidity  with  a  degree  of
excitement  not  commonplace  in  the
literary fruits of dialogue. It is a sort of
theological  A]ton Towers.  In each  of
its  four main sections,  the first essay,
by  Tony  Bay field,  John  Bowden,
Marcus     Braybrooke     and     Julia
Neuberger  respectively,  invites  us  to
look over the precipice of a theological
roller-coaster  which  might  break  off
the rails established by our traditions.
The  descent into  danger  is  modified,
qualified, and corrected in succeeding
essays, thus assuring us that the ride is
safe  after  all.  Only  in  Alan  Race's
commentary   on  Julia  Neuberger's
article  does  the  ride  gain  consistent
momentum so that there is a sense of
the reckless throughout. But there we
move  into  the  sphere  of  prophetic
witness, so recklessness is expected.

Most of the contributors to this book
are  well-known  to  me  through  my
previous work at Lambeth Palace. The
Archbishop's  chaplain  is   a  sort  of
private  secretary,  research  officer,
liturgical decoration and valet all rolled
into   one.   He   is   a   generalist   and
anything that doesn't quite fit the usual
categories of Lambeth life falls into his
lap.   He   is,   like   Autolycus   in   7lfec
Wz.#fcr's   rcJe,   "a   snapper-up   of
unconsidered trifles".

One such "unconsidered trifle".was
the  Archbishop's  relationships  with
Judaism and other faith communities.
There  are   specialists   in  Christian
ecumenism on the Archbishop's  staff
but no  such  equivalent for inter-faith
matters.  Peter  Schneider,  of  blessed
memory,  was  a singular exception in

the    early    1970's.    When   I    was
appointed,  however,  I  was  given  to
understand that inter-faith work would
not occupy much  of my  time.  In  the
event  it  did,  riot  as  a  result  of  any
expertise on my part - I claim none
-  but  because  the  circumstances  of
national    and    international    life,
alongside   a   growing   theological
eclecticism, seemed to demand it.

Though it doesn't rate a mention in
Dialogue with a Dtf ference. one fas;tort
was  the  controversy  surrounding  77!e
Sczfcz#z.c   Vcrscs.   I   observed   a  new
energy in the search for dialogue and
friendship     between     the     faith
communities in this country as a result.
It also illustrated the estrangement of
religions   which   have   a   common
ancestry.  That  strangeness  remalns
even amongst Jews and Christians who
trust  each  other  with  their  deepest
thoughts,   as  in  the  Manor  House
Group. What we share - the Hebrew
scriptures, for example - can deceive
us into thinking that we hold more in
common than we do.  John Bowden's
passionate call for doctrinal  criticism
reflects  such  a distinctively  Christian
concern that Jonathan Magonet needs
to  exercise  a  considerable  leap  of
imagination    to    comprehend    its
significance.  The  living  relationship
which Jews have with the Bible seems
to create in them a natural capacity for
implicit  historical   criticism.   Julia
Neuberger jumps  from the  prophetic
words   of  Micah   and  Isaiah   into
contemporary   issues   without   any
intervening hermeneutic. It is the very
thing which would incur the wrath of
the examiners at most of our Anglican
theological colleges, yet is the stuff of
many Christian sermons. John Bowden
thinks  we  are  not  being  honest  with
ourselves. Perhaps, after all, the text is
its own interpreter.

The most striking essay in this book
is  Tony  Bayfield's  plea  for  making
theological space. He clears the ground
so  considerably  that  he  is  able  to
acknowledge the New Testament as a
book of revelation, "as a document out
of which  God  speaks  to  Christians."
There is a generosity here which I find
deeply  moving.  It  acknowledges  the
validity  of  a  distinctively  Christian
experience of God without yielding to
supercessionism.     Tony     rightly
contrasts  his  I)erspective  with  the
common Jewish view that Christianity
is   founded  upon   a  mistake.   By
comparison, the invincibility of Hyam
Maccoby's  Judaism  is  pairful  to  a
Christian reader.

In  the  wake  of  the  Sfeoczfe,   the
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suggestion   that  Jews  might  cause
Christians   pain   is   one   that   seems
unacceptable.   Yet  our  dialogue  will
remain  sterile  until  we  recognise  this
truth.       Many       Christians       now
acknowledge just how much pain their
past actions and present attitudes bring
to  Jews.  It is  lack  of contact  with  the
living Jewish community that causes so
many  Christian priests, preachers  and
teachers  to  characterise  Judaism  as  a
religion   of  slavish   law   observers,
puffed up with their own righteousness.
Contact punctures caricatures. It is but
a preliminary to deeper dialogue.

Within   weeks   of   conferring   a
Lambeth  degree  on  the  Chief Rabbi,
the  Archbishop  addressed  the  annual
meeting  of the  Council  of  Christians
and  Jews.  In  his  address,  Archbishop
Runcie       explored       the       shared
significance of the creation narratives
in  the  Jewish-Christian  understanding
of the  world.  The  theological  bias  in
this lecture was a significant departure
from the neutral language often chosen
by the Joint Presidents of C.C.J. in the
past  .  It heralded what Robert Runcie
once  called  his  "Jewish  period",  so
frequent were his theological forays in
this  area.  In  1988  he  preached  at  the
West  London  Synagogue  only  days
a.£ter   addressing  the  Kristallnacht
Memorial  Meeting.  He  later  gave  a

lecture   to   the   World   Union   for
Progressive  Judaism  at  its  biennial
international   conference.  The   shift
from courteous speeches to theological
dialogue  was  barely  noticed  in  the
media,  but  it  shows  that  the  Manor
House Group  experience was  neither
unique  nor  out  of touch.  There  was
some nervousness when Robert Runcie
was   followed   by   an   evangelical,
George Carey. In the event, the Jewish
community, despite its concerns about
the   Decade   of   Evangelism,   has
discovered the present Archbishop to
be   a  true  friend.   Hardly   anyone
expected an evangelical Archbishop to
be the first to refuse the patronage of
the  Church's  Ministry  Among  the
Jews. Symbolic actions are important
to  Jews   and  Christians   alike.   The
significance  of  this  departure  from
tradition should not be underestimated.
It is an acknowledgement that the fear
of Christian missionary effort amongst
the Jewish people is understood at the
heart  of  the  Church  of  England's
leadership. Jews believe that Christian
missionary  efforts  within  their  own
community    are   a   contemporary
extension of the anti-Semitism which
led to the Sfeoczfe. Christians can barely
understand  how  their  desire  to  share
the   love   of  Jesus   Christ   can   be
comprehended  in  that  way.  But  it  is

not   Christian   comprehension   that
matters.  It  is  Jewish  pain.   And  th`e
penetration  of  the  pain  of  Jewish
experience into Christian life has led to
this   archiepiscopal   decision.   It  has
been done at a price, and the Jews most
involved in dialogue recognise this.

Tony Bay field describes Judaism as
"a love affair with God." Many are the

Christians who would recognise that as
a description of their own religion.  It
reminds    us    of    the    priority    of
relationships  -  with  God  and  each
other -in our two faiths. Jews existed
before  the  Hebrew  scriptures   were
written.  Christians  existed  before  the
New Testament was written. Our twin
faiths  are  rooted  in  experience  of  a
God who is just but merciful, righteous
yet compassionate. Jews and Christians
come  first.  What  flows  from  their
existence  comes  second.  The  Manor
House Group directs us to an encounter
between     Jews      and     Christians
themselves   in   which  dialogue   is   a
delight,  for,  as  the  Ps'almist  says,  in
Psalm  43.4,  God  Himself is  our "joy
and delight" .

The Rt. Revd. Graham James ;.s /fee Bz.sAap a/
St.  Germans  in  the  Diocese  of Truro.  He  was
previously   Chaplain   to   the   Archbishoi)   of
Canlerbury,  serving  both  Robert  Runcie   and
George   Carey.   He   currently  serves   on  the
Churches'  Commission fior Inter-Faith Relations.
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N0, THIS IS NOT GOING TO
be yet another statement of the
principles    of   Progressive

Judaism! It is a response to a question I
have been asked:

When should the congregation stand
and when should it sit, during services?

It  is  not  the  most  momentous  of
questions,  or  even  a  moral  question.
For though there are right and wrong
postures in worship, as there are right
and  wrong  ways  of eating  peas,  it is
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John D Rayner
obvious  that  in  such  contexts  "right"
and  "wrong"  do  not  have  an  ethical
connotation. They are merely matters
of  convention  or  protocol.  But  even
these require  decision.  It is  generally
considered desirable that in communal
worship there should be, up to a point,
unifomity of practice, at least within
any one synagogue.

The  story  is  told  of  an  American
Reform congregation which is tom by
constant  strife  as   to  whether  they
should sit or stand for the Sfee;7'!cz. V\/hen
their rabbi dies, his successor rules: "In
future we shall sit, as is the traditional
practice."  Whereupon  the  "standing"
faction rebels, the rabbi is fired and a
new one hired. He rules: "In future we
shall stand, as is the Refom practice."
Whereupon the "sitting" faction rebels,

Continued on next page



the rabbi is fired and yet another hired.
He  thinks:   "What  really  matters  is
minhag  ha-makom  -  local  custom.
Therefore we must find  out what the
practice  was  when  this  congregation
was   founded."   But   nobody   can
remember. So the rabbi visits the sole
survivor  of  the  founding  generation
and  appeals  to  him:   "Please  try  to
remember how it was at the beginning !
For if we don't settle this  dispute we
shall have half the congregation sitting
and half standing." Then the old man,
with a smile of recognition, says: "Yes,
that's how it used to be!" It is because
that kind of foe/kcr#f - anarchy - is
deemed  undesirable  that the question
is asked.

But   how    does    one    go    about
answering  it?  The  obvious  starting
point  is   to  look  up  the  traditional
sources.  They  will  tell  us  what  the
practice  was  in  the  past.  Sometimes,
but by no means always, they will give
a  reason.  That,  in  turn,  may  be  the
"real"  reason,  or  it  may  only  be  a
"good" reason, invented to explaln an

existing  custom  of  unknown  origin,
leaving  us  to  speculate  what the real
reason might have been. In either case
it may or may not be relevant today. If
yes, well and good. If not, we may still
wish  to perpetuate the custom on the
ground that, as a general rule, traditions
should be preserved in the absence of a
compelling reason to the contrary.

But that is not a simple principle to
apply.  For  one  thing,  there  may  be
various traditions in Rabbinic Judaism.
For another,  Progressive Judaism has
its  own  traditions,  which   are  also
entitled  to  a  hearing.  It  is  a  curious
characteristic  of its  nco-traditionalists
that they tend to ignore the history of
their  own  movement,  and  count  as
"traditional"  only  what  the  Orthodox

do. Some of them even make a point of
going for the more stringent and exotic
customs: a kind of supererogatory piety
which  the  Rabbis  called  yofeczrcz]  and
did   not   like.   Then   again,   what
constitutes a valid reason for departing
from   a   "neutral"   tradition?   Is   it
legitimate  to  argue,  for instance,  that
nowadays too much standing is felt to
be irksome and sitting more conducive
to kczwcz#czfo2?  It  seems  so  to  me.  But
how to steer a sensible course through
this maze of conflicting considerations
is  a  matter  that  must  be  left  to  the
common-sensejudgmentofthepolicy-
makers: rabbis, councils and rites-and-
practices committees. All  that can be
attempted here is  to provide some of
the relevant background information.

The most obvious posture for prayer
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is standing, since it is a mark of respect.
A  subject  stands  before  a  ruler,  a
defendant  before  a judge,  the  young
before  the  old3.  How  much  more
should  human  beings   stand   when
addressing their Creator! "Know before
whom  you  stand,"  says  the  rcz/mwd4.
Not surprisingly, the principal Jewish
prayer is traditionally recited standing.
Indeed,     czm!.dc!fe,     which     means
"standing", is one of its names, though

not  the  oldest5.   But  the  association
between praying and  standing  can be
traced back to a talmudic legend which
tells   that  Abraham   instituted   the
moming  service,  since Scripture  says
that  he  "got  up  early"  and  "stood"
(Gen.    19:27),   and   explains    that"standing"  refers  to  prayer,  citing  a

Psalm    verse    (106:30)    which    is
interpreted to mean that "Phineas stood
up and prayed"6.

Standing  to  recite  the Amz.dczfo  was
not an absolute requirement.  In  some
circumstances,  says  the Mz.sfe7!a¢,  one
may  even  do  so  without  dismounting
from  one's  donkey7.  But  it  was  the
accepted custom to stand, as the angels
did in worshipping their Creators.

There   is   particular  emphasis   on
standing     for    the     angelological
doxology called Kcdwsfeafo - holiness
-  which  is  a  central  feature  of the
rcfl//czfe  when  it  is  recited  publicly9.
That   recitation,   like   some   other
elements  of  the  liturgy,  traditionally
requires  a  mz.nycz",  a  quorum  of  ten
men,  on  the  principle  that  "anything
involving    holiness    requires    the
presence of at least ten"`°.

Closely  related  to  that  principle  is
another,  that "for  anything  involving
holiness  one  should  stand  on  one's
feet," which was at one time said to be
stated     in     the     yer#sfecz/mz.,     the
Palestinian Talmud, and although it is
not found in current editions, evidently
influenced usage` I .

And so the practice of standing for
the  Amz.dczfe  was  codified.  Jacob  ben
Asher cites the ycrw5fecz/m!. to the effect
that,  since  the Amz.daft  is  a  substitute
for the daily sacrifice, one should stand
for  it  as  the  priests  stood  when  they
officiated in the Temple'2. Maimonides
distinguishes  between  standing  and
correct body posture - feet together,
eyes  lowered,  hands  locked  together
over the heart -but makes it clear that
both  are  dcsz.dcrczfcz  rather  than  fz.#c
gwcz #on} requirementsl3.

In  Progressive  Judaism  practice
varies. The radical tendency is, or used
to be, to stand for the Kedwsfoczfe only !4.
The conservative tendency is to stand
for      the      whole      Am!.dczfe.      The

intermediate tendency is to stand from
the beginning of the Am!.cJ¢fe to the end
clf the Kedushah\5 .

The A4z.sfeurfe records a controversy
between the schools of Shammai  and
Hillel.  The  former  believed,  on  the
basis of the phrase, "when you lie down
and when you rise up" - (Deut.  6:7)
-  that  the  Sfoemcz  should  be  recited
standing  in  the  morning but reclining
in  the  evening;  the  latter  understood
the phrase as alluding only to the times
at which  it should  be recited,  leaving
the    matter    of   posture    entirely
optional'6.   One  may,   for  instance,
recite it while walking or at work`7. As
usual,  the  Hi]lelite  view  prevailed.
However,  great  stress  was  laid  on  at
least  the  first verse -  Deut.  6:4 -
being  recited   with  Kczvvcmafo  in  the
sense of undistracted concentration, so
that,  if one  was  walking,  one  should
stop   to   recite   itL8.   Judah   ha-Nasi's

personal  habit  of  shielding  his  eyes
during   its   recitation   L9  became   the
recommended   practice2°.   It   could
therefore  be  argued  that  individuals
who, in their private devotions, find it
easier   to   recite   the   Sfecmcz   with
Kczwcznafo  when  standing,  rather  than
sitting, should do so.

But as regards communal practice, it
seems   that  in   gaonic   times,   and
probably earlier, the Jews of Palestine
used  to  stand for the Sfecmcz,  those  of
Babylonia  to   sit2[.   One   suggested
reason  for  the  former  practice  is  an
alleged   statement  in  the   yer#sfecz/m!.
that the recitation of the Sfecmcz is edw/,
an  act  of ``testifying"  to  the  unity  of
God22,      an      idea      which      many
prayerbooks  express  by  highlighting
the last letters of the first and last words
of the first verse of the Sfecmcz so as to
Spell the word ed, "witness"23.

However,  the  Babylonian  Geonim,
especially   Amram   ben   Sheshna,
denounced   the  Palestinian   custom
vehemently24.  J#fer  cz/I.cz,  they  argued
that    the    same    principle    which
prompted   an  earlier  generation   to
discontinue  the  recitation  of the  Ten
Commandments in the daily moming
Service.   namely  that  it  might  lend
credence among non-Jews to the view
that  the  rest  of  the  rorczfe  was  not
authoritative25,  should  count  against
giving  the .S7ic77.cz  undue  prominence
by standing for it.

In     Progressive     Judaism     the
predominant tendency has long been,
nevertheless, to stand for the Sfoemcz, or
at  least  for  the  first  paragraph  of  it.
Those who wish to defend that practice
would   argue  that  (a)   the  gaonic
objection is far-fetched and irrelevant,
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(b) the idea of cdwf is, on the contrary,
appealing,  and  (c)  the  very  nature of
the  Sfecma  as  "the  watchword  of our
faith" lends it a solemnity which makes
Kavvcznczfo particularly  important,  and
standing appropriate.

Constraint of space permits me to do
little more than list other prayers that
are traditionally, or according to some
traditions,   recited   standing.   They
include    the    following.    (1)    The
beginning and end of the section of the
daily   morning   service   known   as
Pesukeyde-Zimra-"Ve;rseso£Song'
-  namely  its  opening  benediction,
Bczrwcfe sfec-om¢r, Psalm 100, and from
Vcr-y'vczrech David to  the  end  of  the
section,   including   its   concluding
benediction,   yz.sfefclbbczcfe26.   (2)   The
Bar'chu2].  (3)  Avinu  Malkenu.  for
which the Ark is opened28. (4) A/cy#„29.
(5)  Kczddz.sfe3°  (6)  The  last  stanza  of
L'chczfe Dodz.3'.  (7) The Sabbath Psalm
(No. 92)32. (8) The end of Haffek!.vc#w,
from u-i ros  aleynul2. (9) Va-y' challu
(Gen.2:1-3)  in  the  repetition  of  the
Sabbath Eve Amz.dczfe33.  (10) Ha||e|34.

As regards Sabbath Eve Ki.ddwsfe, it
is customary to stand for the Genesis
passage  that  traditionally  precedes  it,
or  at  least  for  the  last  two  words  of
Chapter  1  and  the first two  words  of
Chapter 2, whose opening letters spell
the  Tetragrammaton.  But  otherwise
standing    is    optional,    and    some
authorities  say  that it is  preferable to
sit35.   As   for  fJczndcz/czfo,   according  to
Joseph Caro and Sefardi tradition, it is
recited  sitting;   according   to  Moses
Isserles  and  Ashkenazi  tradition,  it  is
recited standing36.

It  remains  only  to  deal  with  the
rituals surrounding the Reading of the
roj.aft.   Obviously,  the  congregation
stands when the Scroll is taken out of
the Ark, feofzcz'czfe37, when it is elevated,
hagbczhafo38,  and  when  it  is  returned,
feczcfe#czsczfe37.   Likewise,   the   congre-

gation  stands  for  the  prayers  for  the
Community, the Government, the State
of lsra.e\  and Birhat  ha-Chodesh  (the
Prayer  for  the  New  Month  during
which  the  Reader  holds  the  Scro]|39.
During the actual reading of the rorczfe,
the reader stands but the congregation
sits4°. However, when the Decalogue is
read from the rorczA, the congregation
stands°4l, although Maimonides argued
strongly  against the practice  "since it
leads   to   the  extremely   dangerous
opinion  that  some  parts  of the  rorczfe
are   superior  to   others"42.   Curiously,
among Algerian Jews it was customary
to  stand  for  the  Exodus  but  not  the
Deuteronomy      version      of      the
Decalogue43.          Finally,          some
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communities  used  to  stand  for  the
reading  of  Ezekiel's  vision  of  the
heavenly chariot - chapter 1 - as the
Haftarah on the first day o£ Shavuot4.

If   all   these   data   are   a   little
bewildering,  I  have  two  comforting
thoughts to offer. First, when in doubt,
follow  existing  custom.  Secondly,  as
already  mentioned,  the  issue  is  not  a
moral one and therefore, although the
zealots in your congregation may care
passionately whether the congregation
sits  or  stands,  the  One  to  whom  its
worship  is  addressed  almost certainly
does  not.  "For human beings  look  on
the outward appearance, but God looks
on the heart" (I Sam.16:7). Or, as the
Rabbis put it, "The Holy One, who is
to be blessed, demands the heart"45.

NOTES
1.  Literally  "a  sparkling  gem";   the
opposite,  one  might  say,   of  hiding
one's light under a bushel.
2. Attention, mental concentration.
3.   Cf.   Lev.   19:32,   "You   shall   rise
before the aged."
4. Ber. 28b.
5.  The  mishnaic  and  talmudic  terms
erie  Tefillah,  ¢`Praye;i" ,  or  Shemoneh
Esrcfe,  the  "Eighteen  Benedictions".
Amz.deft,  as  a  name  of  the  prayer,  is
first found  in  the  8th-century  tractate
So/erz.in(16:12).
6. Ber. 26b.
7. Ber. 4:5.
8. Ber.lob, quoting Ezek  1:7.
9.  C£.   Shulchan  Aruch,  0.Ch.95..4,
125:2.

10.  Ber.21b.
11.   Abraham  Isaac  Sperling,  Sc/er
Ta' coney ha-Minhagim u-M' korey ha-
DI.#!.ffl, Jerusalem,1957, p.68.
12.Arba'ah     Turim,      O.Ch.127,
referring to Deut.  18:5.
13.   i.e.,   they   are   required   /'cfecz-
t' chillah,  not  b' di-avad.,   Mishneh
Torah, Hilchot Tef illch S..2,,4.
14. See, e.g., The Union Prayerbook,
1961  ed., p.127.
15. See. e.g., Service Of the Heart, pp.
129-31.
16.  Ber.1:3.

17. Ber.lla.
18. Ber.13b. Some, e.g., Rabbi Akiva
and  Rabbi  Yochanan,  held  that  the
requirement   applied   to   the   whole
section.
19.  Ber.13b.
20. Shulchan Aruch, 0.Ch. 61 :5.
21.   See   Eliezer   Levi,   ycfocJof   focz-
7''¢//czfe,   p.142,   citing   Joel   Miller's
Chillrf ha-Mtnhagim.
22.  Ibid.,  citing  a  13th  century  work,
MinhagTov.
23. See Jacob ben Asher to Deut 6:4.

24. See Seder Raw Amram Gaon, ed.
Daniel   Goldschmidt,  pp.   16f.,   and
Lawrence      A.      Hoffman,      rfec
Canoni.zation   of   the-   Synagogue
Scrw.cc, pp. 46-49.
25. Ber.  12a and Rashi ¢d Joc.
26. Shulchan Aruch, O.Ch.51 :7, gloss;
Sperling, op,cit., p.31, citing Mordecai
Jaffe's Lcvwsfe,  51:9  to  the effect that
these  passages  are  "the  epitome  of
praise"; Isaac Klein, A Gw[.de /o Jcwz.sfe
Religious Practice, p.17 .
27.  Sperling, p.  68,  says  it is  obvious
since it involves Kcdwshafe, "holiness".
28. Klein, p.27.
29.  Kol  Bo,  Chapter  17, pointing  out
that it  is  a great hymn of praise;  also
that the numerical values of the words
aleynu a.nd m' ummad (`sta.nding'.) a.re
identical  (166).  Cf.  Shulchan  Aruch,
O.Ch.   132:2,   gloss,   and   Sperling,
p.111.

30. Sperling, p. 461.
31.  Siddur  Kol  Ya'akov,  p.  318,  "to
greet the Sabbath Bride".
32. Sperling, p. 128, citing Isaac Luria.
33. Sperling, p.132, because it testifies
to God's Creatorship.
34.  Sperling,  pp.  196  and  234,  citing
David ben Samuel ha-Levi, who refers
to Ps.134:1.

35.   Shulchan  Aruch,   O.Ch.   271:10,
quoting the Kol Bo.
36. Shulchan Aruch, O.Ch. 296:6.
37.      Seder     Rav      Amram,      ed.
Goldschmidt,  p.  72;  Arba'ah  Turim,
O.Ch.  146, quoting Sar Shalom Gaon.
38.   Sefer   Chasidim,   778,   on   the
principle of ``...and give honour to the
rorczfe" (Soferim  14: 11 ).
39.   Abraham   Gumbiner,   Magen
Avraham  to  Shulchan  Aruch,  O.Ch.
417:1,   says   "by   analogy   with   the
proclamation of the sanctity of the new
month which used to be performed (by
the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem) stanoding."
40.  Sperling, p.  67;  Ganzfried,  Kitzur
Shulchan Aruch,I, 23:5.
41. Sperling, p. 68.
42.  Louts  ]a.cobs.  Theology   in   the
jicspo#s¢, p. 46, quoting Maimonides'
Responsum No.  263  in Joshua Blau's
edition.
43.   J.D.   Eisenstein,   Ofzczr  Dz.#!.in  #-
Minhagim,  s.v.  Aseret  ha-Dibrot,  p.
331.

44. Sperling, p.  158.
45. Sam.106b .
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RIGIIT AND wnoNG
`WHERE   HAVE    YOU

been   all   week-end?'
asked Aunt Frieda when

I dropped in on Sunday evening.
`1  was  attending  a  symposium  on

moral  philosophy  at  Warwick  Uni-
versity where the first paper dealt with
Aristotle's  concept  Eudaimonia  -
sometimes translated as happiness -
meaning  the  exercise   of  practical
wisdom  and  virtue,'  I  replied  enthu-
siastically.  `According to Aristotle the
goal  of anyone  who  is  not  stupid  or
slavish is to live a worthwhile life of
self-fulfilment  based  on  E#dczi.mo#i.cz,
often identified with the good.'

Aunt Frieda retorted, `1 was brought
up by your grandfather, Reb Zalman, a
God-fearing   talmudic   scholar  for
whom a life of self-fulfilment involved
a strict obedience to the 613 m!.fzvof of
the  rorczfe.  For  better  or  worse,'  she
continued,  `1 cannot be subservient to
the  moral   precepts   of  an   outside
authority, even the rorc!fe. I rely on my
own  will  and  conscience  to  resolve
conflicts between right and wrong.'
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`Aunt Frieda, you  are a Kantian,'  I

interrupted.      `Immanuel      Kant
considered  that  an  action  is  morally
good because it is done for the sake of
duty - also  known  as  deontologica]
ethics.   The   categorical   imperative
formed  the  basis  of  his  moral  code
which can be defined as: J owgfef #cvcr
to act except in such a way that I can
also will that my rna)tim should become
cz   w#i.vej.sczJ   /czw.   Kant   insisted   that
individual authority is autonomous -
even if God were to stand before him
he   would   still  have   to   decide   for
himself that this was indeed the Holy
One.,

Aunt Frieda smiled. `In other words,
if my  conscience considers  that lying
is wrong, this is expressed in the form
of a categorical imperative as J owgfef
#ever /a fe// /!.cs applied universally, to
everyone, everywhere. The categorical

imperative   has   become   a   harder
taskmaster    than    most    religious
commandments.'

`Let me illustrate this with a present-

day  scenario in Bosnia,'  I replied.  `A
decent Serb householder is sheltering a
Muslim  refugee.  Asked  by  a  militia
man whether any  Muslims  are `hiding
in his house,  the householder faces  a
moral  dilemma.  If  he  abides  by  his
Kantian  ethics  never  to  tell  a  lie,  he
might be responsible for handing over
the Muslim to a fate of ethnic cleansing
and  possible  death.  Only  by  telling  a
lie can this life be spared. What would
Kant have  done  if faced  with  such  a
situation in real life? We don't know,
as  Kant never had  any  experience  of
real life. On the other hand, the Jewish
moral precept is simple:  saving a life
takes precedence over all other moral
and  legal   commandments.   This   is
justified on teleological  grounds,  that
there  is  evidence  of  purpose  in  the
world.

`Nevertheless Kant' s philosophy had

a considerable influence on the Reform
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Movement in  Germany.  Kant's  insis-
tence that a good deed be carried out
for the  sake  of duty  and not for self-
interest or happiness, is similar in many
ways to the rabbinic injunction that a
mitzvah be perfomed lishmah, for its
own sake.'

My cousin Oliver, who had listened
attentively, intermpted the discussion.
`As a physicist, I work on the principle

that  true  beliefs  about  the  world  are
reconcilable.  In  other  words,  every-
thing  that  is,  must be  consistent  with
everything  else  that  is  true.  But  in
morality we do not operate objectively,
often we  support actions that may  be
incompatible   with   what   we   have
detemined as morally right.'

`Oliver is  a Humean,'  I interposed.
`David   Hume   argued   that   moral

precepts cannot be the basis of factual
statements   because   they   are   not
directly observed as, for example, the
chair that I am sitting on. The Kantian
precept that one ought never to tell lies
is   not   a  factual   but  an   evaluative
judgement,  which  cannot  be  directly
proved but only observed by its effect.
The  effect of telling  lies  is  a  loss  of
trust and a feeling of deceit indicating
that this is morally bad.'

`Like  Hume  I  am  an  empiricist,'

continued    Oliver,    `dealing    with
physical  matter whose properties  can
be measured or analysed. Nevertheless
I  recall  my  barmz.fzvczfo  portion  (Lev.
19..36)  Just  balances,  just  weights,  a
just ephch and a just hin shall ye have.
Or the opposite, enunciated by  Amos
7..8 When will the new moon be  gone
that we may sell corn, and the sabbath
that w e may set forth wheat rl!raking the
ephah small and the  shekel great and
falsifying  the  balances  of decein  A;s
far  as  I  am  concerned  these  verses
express  objective  moral  propositions,
namely   that  accurate  weights   and
measures  form  the  basis  of  a  just
society,  not  to  mention  science  and
technology. They are true, not because
they  can be directly measured  in any
"moral"  laboratory,  but  because  they

are widely accepted by most people.'
`I'm  delighted  Oliver  still  recalls

rorczfe  concepts.  I  was  afraid  that  he
had  rejected  it  all  for  his  physics,'
smiled Aunt Frieda.

Oliver   continued,   `In   my   view
everybody possesses an intuitive notion
of  what  is  good  and  bad,  probably
instilled by their upbringing.'

`This     represents     the     ethical

philosophy of G.E. Moore,' I replied.`He  was  in the Humean  tradition but

maintained  that  a  moral  statement
carries the same truth value as a factual
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statement,    but   its   truth   can   be
established only by intuition.'

`In  that  case  I  am  certain  that  my

ethical intuition differs from Oliver's,'
interrupted Aunt Frieda. `According to
my intuition engaging in extra-marital
affairs  is  bad,  whilst  Oliver, judging
from his amours, clearly does not share
this intuition.'

`Aunt Frieda makes a valid point,' I

said.    `To    overcome    differences
between   individual   intuitions   R.S.
Hare proposes that all statements must
be  prescriptive   and  universal.   But
before applying these prescriptions we
mustputourselvesintheotherperson's
position. Take a man who is a fervent
teetotaller and considers that alcohol is
an  evil  which  should  be  prohibited
universally.  Therefore  our  teetotaller
must first consider people  who  enjoy
drinking  alcohol  in  moderation,  for
whom  total  prohibition  would  be  an
unnecessary   hardship.   This   will
persuade   him   not   to   invoke   his
prescription.'`A     prescriptive     maxim     may

sometimes go against the best interests
of the proposer.  A bizarre  illustration
of  this  is  the  A/cmpcrcr  c#t?cf.  The
famous   conductor  Otto  K]emperer
lived  in  Berlin   in   1933   during   the
elections when Hitler's Nazi party with
their nationalist allies were opposed by
the communists and socialists. K]emp-
erer advised German Jews to vote for
the  nationalist  coalition,  maintaining
that  though  Jews  would  undoubtedly
suffer under Hitler's regime, this was a
lesser evil than the triumph of atheistic
communism  if  the  left-wing  parties
came   to   power.    In    later   years
Klemperer regretted his youthful /cziA]f-
pas:

My cousin Erica entered the room,
after a long day's social counselling. `1
have  little  sympathy   for  objective
moral  values,  which  Mackie  defined
as  a  system  Of  law  from  which  the
legislator  has  been  removed.  TNh!en
dealing  with  my  clients  I  look  at  the
consequences of an action and tend to
select  actions  that  will  produce  the
most happiness or alleviate pain.'

`Erica is a utilitarian,' I said, `in the

footsteps  of  John  Stuart  Mill  and
Jeremy Bentham. Utilitarianism is an
empirical doctrine which proposes that
those actions are right which maximise
happiness  for  the  greatest  number  of
people.  This  is  generally  combined
with  universalism  as  elaborated  by
Hare, that we must try to put ourselves
into    another    person's    place    to
determine the happiness-promotion of
any action.

`A more sophisticated utilitarianism

proposed  by  Mill  in  his  later  years
considers happiness  to  include higher
pleasures  such  as  appreciation  of art,
religious experience and the pursuit of
philosophy. In this form, utilitarianism
resembles  deontological  ethics  based
on   duties   and   virtues   which   are
components of the good.

`1  recently  handled  a  case  which

illustrates  my  utilitarian  approach,'
continued   Erica.   `An   unmarried,
homeless,   Irish   girl   who   became
pregnant  as   a  result  of  a  chance
encounter,  wanted  advice  whether  to
terminate her pregnancy although this
would  run  counter  to  her  family's
Catholic   views.    Here   I    applied
utilitarian ethics, putting myself in the
position of this girl and considering the
consequences  facing  this  girl  and  her
unwanted child. Accordingly I advised
her to have an abortion. '

Aunt Frieda intermpted. `In this case
I  would  apply  deontological  ethics,
namely that it is my duty to assist this
unfortunate  girl  by  persuading her to
have her child adopted. I am opposed
to abortion as I consider that a foetus is
a potential human being. I cannot agree
with   utilitarianism   which   is   often
epitomised  by  Machiavelli's  dictum
that the end justifies the means. that the
end  must  always  promote  happiness.
For example, if one of Erica's clients
demanded an unlimited supply of drugs
as  this  would  cause  him  maximum
happiness, utilitarianism would comply
with this wish.'

`Not      really'      replied      Erica,
`utilitarianism   considers   that   the

w/fz.mcz/c consequences of an action are
paramount.  Freely  dispensing  drugs
would     lead     to     terrible     social
consequences  which  annul  any  short-
term  happiness   of  the   individual
addict. '

Aunt  Frieda  looked   at  me  with
exasperation. `You 've neatly classified
us   into  moral   categories:   myself  a
deontological   Kantian,    Oliver   a
Humean  influenced  by  Moore  and
Hare,  whilst Erica is  a utilitarian a la
Mill and Bentham. Tell us about your
own philosophical Views.'

I  pondered  some  time.  `My  views
resemble  a  philosophical  patchwork
garment made up of bits of doubts and
pieces of certainties. It reminds me of
an article by Gilbert Ryle which opens
as  fo\lows..   "Don't  you  know   the
difference between right and wrong?"
"Well, I  did learn it  once but  I  have

/argo//cn I./." This is a ridiculous thing
to say. But why is it ridiculous? I think

Contirmed on next page
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the  question  worthy  of discussion,  if
only   because  the   epistemological
wheels  on  which  ethical  theories  are
made to run are apt to be wooden and
uncircular.

`There  never  was  any  such  doubt

amongst   the   ancient  Greeks   and
Hebrews. Their ethical theories ran on
perfectly   circular  epistemological
wheels.   Aristotle   considered   that
virtuous behaviour is the fulfilment of
human  nature.  The  general  goal  of
human life is the good for man, which
is  in  fact  what  man  pursues.  Plato
asserted that God commands what He
commands  because  this  is  in  itself
good.   Man's  moral  thought  is   an
objectification  of  the  desired,  rather
than  of  the  commanded.  This  is  in
agreement  with  the  biblical  concept:
`It has been told you, 0 man, what is

good  and what  the  Lord requires  of
yozt.'  (Micch  6:8).  Maimonides, who
attempted  to  reconcile  Aristotelian
philosophy     with     Jewish     faith,
maintained that moral precepts aim to
secure for man both the welfare of the
soul  and  the  welfare  of  the  body,
through observance of the rorczfe. This
objective morality is  a bridge linking
Jerusalem with Athens.'

`The  Holiness   Code  in  Leviticus

illustrates ethical concepts adumbrated
in  the  ror¢fe.  Take  Lev.  19:13:   `yow
shall not  exploit your neighbour  and
you shall not rob, the wages Of a hired
servant  shall  not  remain  with  you
ovcr#!.gfof.'   This   accords   with   the
philosophical concepts of Aunt Frieda,
Oliver and Erica. Kant would malntain
that  although  this  Biblical  injunction
comes   from   an   authority   outside
ourselves,  it  represents  a  categorical
imperative prescribing an action to be
performed for the sake of duty, not for
any  ulterior  personal  motive.  Paying
wages   promptly   is   a   right   to   be  <
expected by the servant and a duty of
theemployer-adeontologicalgood.'

`Hume would rephrase this verse as

an evaluative statement "I ought not to
keep  the  wages  of  a  hired  servant
overnight"  and  conclude  that  this
cannot  be  derived  logically  from  a
factual  statement  such  as  ``1  pay  my
servant's  wages  daily."  Nevertheless
the effects in delaying pay are observed
by the resultant misery of a poor man
who  cannot  afford  his  daily  needs
because  he  is   not  paid  promptly.
Anybody with a properly conditioned
background,   according   to   Moore,
would   intuitively   obey   this   law
regardless   of  whether  or  not  he
believed in God. Hare would issue this
verse  in  the  fomi  of  a  prescription
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taking into account a reversal of roles:
that we  become  the  servant  awaiting
our  daily  wages  without  which  we
cannot make ends meet. The utilitarian
will also concur with this verse as the
consequence of paying wages promptly
promotes  the  general  happiness  of
servants.'

Oliver  jumped  up.   `Your  analysis
only demonstrates that the moral rorczfo
precepts  accord  with  most  schools  of
philosophy.   Surely   this   must   be
attributed  to  their  universality?  How
about     the   .many     other     7'orczfe
commandments based on ritual, legal
and cultic precepts which are specific
only to Jews?'

`You   are   absolutely   correct'   I

replied.  `ror¢fe  is  both  ha/czkfeczfe  and
aggadah. Halakhah ±s the codificz\tion
of the written and oral law consisting
of  norms  specific  to  Jews,  whilst
aggadah  comprises  the  midrashim,
interpreted   allegorically,   and   in   a
broader sense the prophets and psalms.
The  founding  fathers  of  the  Reform
Movement  during  the   19th  century
were  antinomian  in  spirit,  opposing
he/cz*feczfe  which  they  maintained  had
little relevance to Jews in the modern
enlightened  world.  Martin  Buber
shared   this   attitude:   ffecz/   e:rczcfz.#g
adherence  to  the   `mitz.vot'   impedes
contact  with  the  Creator.  Only  the
ethical    precepts    of   the    rorafe,
particularly the prophets, demonstrated
that Judaism was a rational, universal
religion.'

`But   every    religion   combines

rational   and   non-rational   concepts.
Judaism    shorn    of    all     fe¢/¢kfoz.c
observances loses most of its  specific
flavour.     Since     the     Sfooczfe     the
antinomian  attitude  of  Progressive
Jewry  has  been  modified  and  many
foczJczkfez.c   observances   re-introduced.
How do some of these ritual and cultic
feaJczkfeof  accord   with  Jews   in   our
modem society?

`Take  Sabbath   observance,   the

fourth commandment, not a moral but
a   ritual   and   cultic   m[.fzvczfe.    My
grandfather,   Reb  Zalman,   was   a
virtuous man who lived a worthwhile
life    devoted    to    the    punctilious
performance  of  feczJczkfez.c  ordinances,
including   Sabbath   observance.   In
Aristotelian  terms  his  life  spent  in
reflective contemplation  of rorczfe led
to  self-fulfilment,  or E#dcz!.mo"I.a,  the
good   life.   Others   will   attain   self-
fulfilment  by  excelling  in  the  roles
which     they    have     allotted    for
themselves: for Oliver this is scientific
research,  for  Erica  a  concern  for
socially-deprived     people.     Aunt

Frieda's   self-fulfilment  has   been
rearing    a    well-adjusted    family
conscious of its Jewish heritage.'

`My   family's   attitude  to   fecz/czkfez.c

precepts  is  instinctive,  not  always  in
accord  with  their  views  on  moral
philosophy. Aunt Frieda as a Kantian,
does  not  feel  duty-bound  to  observe
ritual commandments such as *czs#rwf.
She  justifies  her  *osfeer  cuisine  on
utilitarian  grounds.  She  can  thereby
entertain  her  relations  who  observe
kczsferw/,   causing   them   maximum
happiness.  She  abstains  from  eating
bread during Pesczcfe,  considering this
festival as a prescriptive ordinance a la
Hare, which applies universally to Jews
who  are  conscious  of  their  heritage.
Erica feels duty-bound for teleological
reasons  to  celebrate  Shabbof,  as  the
bond    that    unites    Jews    into    a
community, though she cannot defend
this on utilitarian grounds. On the other
hand  she  considers  that  the  fe¢/czkfe!.c
ordinances       concerning        ritual
uncleanliness  in  women  during  the
menstrual  cycle, have no  validity  for
her.

`Oliver maintains that whenever he

marries,    the    ceremony    will    be
conducted by a rabbi and his sons will
be  circumcised.  He  does  not  justify
this by the philosophical reasoning of
Hume   and  Moore  but  merely   on
utilitarian grounds.  As  a consequence
of  these  actions  his  children  will  be
fully  accepted  as  Jewish  and  he  will
thereby maximise their happiness.

`This  instinctive  approach  to  ritual

precepts  is  shared  by  many  present-
day  Jews  who  feel  attached  to  the
Jewish  heritage.   In   the   words   of
`N±ttgenste±n..   Instinct  comes  first,
reasoning second. Not undl there is a
language  game  are  there  reasons.
Perhaps   the   commandments   and
ordinances of the Torofo are much older
and more instinctive than any language
games developed by philosophers. '

Aunt  Frieda  looked  tired.   `Your
symposium  spanning     Aristotle  to
Wittgensteinhasgivenmeaheadache.'
She rose from her seat. `1 haven't even
started  preparing  dinner  which,  after
all, was the real purpose of your visit.
Maybe  after  dinner  I  shall  make  an
attempt to patch up your philosophical
ga-ent' .

Dr. Leo Heprer  is  a  chemical  engineer  and
biotechnologist   operating   an   intern;ational
management  consultancy  for  the  biotechnol-
ogical industries. He has a long-standing interest
in    philosophy  and  its  influence  on  science,
teclmology  and other  aspects  Of contemporary
life. He considers that modern philosophy could
have considerable infouence on Jewish theology.
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Malcolm Singer

IAnd TuST Fn\Tlsl]ING A DECADE
as Musical Director of the Zemel
Choir. As I reflect on Jewish choral

singing, a very old story keeps popping
into  my  mind.  It  concerns  Richard
Nixon  and  Golda  Meir,  although  no
doubt it  goes  back  to  Biblical  times,
perhaps  with  Pharaoh  and  Joseph  as
protagonists. When Nixon meets Meir,
he tells her how difficult a job it is to
be  president  of  200  million  people.
"That's  nothing",  she  replies,  "You

should  try  being  Prime Minister of 2
million prime ministers".

As  I  have  worked  with  the  Zeme]
Choir  as  well   as   some  synagogue
choirs,  I  have  developed  more  and
more empathy with Golda Meir. Would
I tell my dentist how to drill my teeth,
my   accountant  how  to  handle  my
books,  my  solicitor how  to deal  with
my legal affairs, a nuclear scientist how
to make the Bomb?

But  when  it  comes  to  directing  a
Jewish Choir, my years of specialised
training at the best conservatoires and
universities   in  the  world,  with   the
greatest teachers of our age, count for
nought.  In  a  Jewish  Choir  there  will
always be someone who knows how to
do  the job  better than  the  conductor.
Similarly,   whatever  repertoire  one
chooses  to  sing,  fifty per  cent  of the
choristers will want to sing something
else. So another story springs to mind.
It involves the timeless Jewish Mother.
She buys her son two ties for his birth-
day - a red one and a blue one. Next
morning  the  dutiful  son,  thinking  he
should please his  mother,  puts  on the
red one and comes down to breakfast
-  "So  what's  wrong  with  the  blue
one?" she cries! Like the best jokes, it
is  not  far  from  the  truth.  And,  as  I
select  repertoire  for  Zemel   each
season, I think  of the dutiful  son  and
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know that I'm in a `no-win situation'.
Now,    someone    with    my    self-
confidence and thick skin is not much
bothered  by  such  things,  but perhaps
they point to the heart of the problem
of the Jewish Choral tradition.

I am often asked why the sfe#/ choir
is no match for a good church choir. To
answer, one has to consider two factors
-   the   Jewish   temperament   as
illustrated above, and the role of music
within religious services. To begin with
th.e latter, there have always been those
who, for many centuries and in many
religions, have questioned the value of
music within the liturgy. Its ability to
ald access to spiritual experience is not
denied  by  those  on either side  of the
argument.  The  question  is  whether
such aid is helpful or dangerous. Does
the music heighten the religious expe-
rience, or does it, as some rabbis sug-
gest, drug the senses, make the mind
less clear and prevent one concentrat-
ing on the words of the prayers? I per-
sonally believe that good choral  sing-
ing makes for good religious services.
Good music should encourage the con-
gregation to become more active in the
service, either by joining in the singing
or by meditating as and when appropri-
ate.   Services  are  not  concerts,  and
should never become so, but good mu-
sic,  just  like  good  preaching,  should
encourage congregants to attend and to
Pray.

As for the Jewish temperament, un-
til recently  the Jewish  mode  of com-
munal  prayer has  been  far less  disci-
plined   than   the   Christian.   Jewish
Choirs  did  not  have  the  function  of
either  leading  the  communal  singing
or of creating  a mood  for meditation
that they had in the church. Before the
emancipation,  few  Jewish  musicians
would have had  access  to  a Western-

style musical education and the tradi-
tion  was  very  much  an  aural  one,
passed down from teacher to pupil or,
more often than not, from father to son.
There  have  been  isolated  exceptions.
Salomone  de  Rossi  in  Mantua  at  the
start of the  seventeenth  century  must
have had some good singers for whom
he  composed  his  glorious  settings  of
Hebrew  prayers,  although  they  were
probably a small group with one voice
to  a  part.  Lewandowski's  choir  in
Berlin in the nineteenth century could
not   have   been   at   all   bad,    and
Naumbourg must have had some good
singers   in   Paris.   However,   from
Sulzer's time in Vienna onwards, if not
before,  it was mostly  the solo  cfeazcz#
who  led  the  praying  and  contributed
wonderful music, more often than not,
in a pr!.;7'!cz dow'zcz, virtuoso fashion. The
"backing-group", if there was one, was

very  much  just  that -  in  the  back-
ground.

It is in the twentieth century that the
Jewish choral tradition has blossomed.
There  are  two  clear reasons  for  this,
with Germanic influences at the heart
of both. The first is the growth in Ger-
many of the Reform movement and a
more formal mode of prayer in which
there was a place for choir-led singing.
As Idelsohn pointed out in his master-
ful study of Jewish Music, the influence
of German church music is very clear
even in the music we sing in our serv-
ices today. The other important factor
is the great and rapidly-formed choral
tradition born with the State of Israel
and nurtured there by middle-European
refugees. In the last fifty years Jewish
composers  in. the  Diaspora  and  in  Is-
rael have produced a wealth of excel-
lent choral music, liturgical and other-
wise.  It  is  our  duty  to  develop  and
sustain choirs worthy of that repertoire.

I often speck of the power of music
to in.ove and influence, and recently I
had  a  very  strong  illustration  of that.
The  Zemel  Choir  has  just  returned
from a remarkable East European tour.
We sang at Treblinka and in Warsaw
as part of the  commemoration  of the
50th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising.  Speeches we heard aplenty,
and good, heart-felt speeches they were
too. But once the choir began to sing,
the atmosphere became charged, peo-
ple's     meditations     focused     -
something magical, spiritual happened.
Song  has  a  power  of  its  own  and
collective  singing  yet  another  power
on  top  of that.  In  order to  sing,  one
needs  to  breathe  and  without  breath
there is no life. And to sing together,
we need to breathe together and once
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we learn to breathe together, perhaps
we can begin to lean to live together.
This  is  the  glory  of  choral  singing
which   the   listener   subconsciously
recognises. Virtually anyone is capable
of singing within a choir, and the great
thing about amateur choral  singing is
that the  result can be  of a wonderful
standard  that  none  of  the  choristers
could   possibly   have   reached   as
individuals.  The whole can be much,
much greater than the sum of the parts.

There  is  nothing  mysterious  about
choral  singing!  Most of us have rea-
sonable  voices,  if  the  truth  be  told.
Reading music helps, but is not essen-
tial. Being able to hold a musical line
is vital, and having a voice that will not
stick out like a sore thumb is a distinct
advantage. A good, enthusiastic choral
conductor  should  be  able  to  find  a
dozen or more such people within even
a  small   community.   They   can  be
trained to breathe properly - deeply
beneath the rib-cage - to relax their
throats and above all, to listen to and
blend  with  their  colleagues.  After  a
few weeks, the individuals should feel
healthier, mor`e alive and more aware
of .their  own  bodies.  A  good,  small,
disciplined band can make a real dif-
ference  to  the  service  and  contribute
much   to   the   community.   Rabbis,
chairmen  and  committees  should  be
aware of this.  Of course this  all costs
money  and  many,  many  other things
seem  to  take  priority.  However,  sow
the seeds of a good choir in the syna-
gogue  and  you  will  reap  many  other
benefits  within  the  community.  As  a
Movement, we need to train the choirs.
RSGB has a music consultant, who can
advise on repertoire and many  of the
matters mentioned  above.  We have a
wonderful  up-to-date prayer book for
our services. Let us raise the standard
of our singing as a Movement, so that
each of our synagogues can be the envy
of their local  church  choir.  We  have
glorious songs within our tradition and
we must create new ones for our own
age.  Let  us  remember  the  words  of
King David's song (Psalm 100):-

"Make a joyful noise unto the Lord

all ye lands.
Serve the Lord with gladness.
Come before his presence with sing-

ing."
And  let us make our era a Golden

Age of Jewish Choral Music I

Ma\lcolm Singer was born in London and read
music  at  Magdalene  College,  Cambridge.  He
s[ndied  under  Nadia  Boulanger  in  Paris  and
Ligeti  in  Hamburg.  He  teaches  a[  the  Yehudi
Menuhin School  and at the Guildhall  School of
Music.
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The Metaphor of
God Incarnate
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The author suggests that Jesus
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THE CULTURE OF APOLOGY -
BRITISH-JEWISH LITERATURE

In the last issue Of MANNA, Mike Wooof explored the identity Of the American Jew as disclosed in Armerican Jewish
literature. In this issue, Dr. Bryan Cleeyette engages in a parallel exploration Of A.nglo~Jewish idendty.

`Hi:Tthrie¥::s:d=iE%;
over the whole world? Have they not
done much for the amelioration of dis-
tressandtheimproveme`ntofthethrifty
and industrious workers in the slums of
London and other cities? Are there no
Rothschilds,  Montefiores,  Sassoons,
Samuels,  Phillips's  and  Adlers  to  be
remembered by a novelist? ' i

Ever  since  the  first  Anglo-Jewish
novel, Jewish writers in Britain have
invariably been called upon to repre-
sent  their  fellow  Jews  in  apologetic
tens. To fulfil their communal duty
all novelists  or dramatists had to do,
according  to  this  particular  letter-
writer,  was  to  demonstrate  that  `the
higherclassandrichJews'havespread
`civilization  over  the  whole  world'.

Writers were, in this way, expected to
help  combat  negative  images  of the
Jew,  such  as  Shylock  and  Fagin,  by
presenting  Jews  `sympathetically'  in
their works.

The  Jewish  Chronicle has  atways
been quite explicit about the function
of the Anglo-Jewish novelist as an as-
pect of communal public relations. In
the 1890s it commented on the public-
ation  of  Oswald  John  Simon's  7lfee
World and the Cloister (1890) in the
following tens:

`The novel is now the recog-

nised means of those who have
messages to deliver; and we wel-
come I\dr Oswald Simon's mes-
sage to the world.'2
Woe betide the writer who refused

to reinforce the all-important commu-
nal message that Jews in Britain inevi-
tably wanted to assimilate into the an-
glicized values of the respectable mid-
dle classes. This apologetic literary tra-
dition  was  particularly  strong  in  the
nineteenth century. The reason for this
is that the rise of the Jewish novel in

Bryan Cheyette
Britain  is  intimately  connected  with
the  process  of  Jewish  emancipation.
During the period of emancipation, in
the first half of the nineteenth century,
the  earliest  Anglo-Jewish  novelists
wanted to show that British-Jews were
`in fact Jews only in their religion -
Englishmen in everything else' .

These  are  the  words  of  Grace
Aguilar,  the  most  popular  Victorian
Jewish  author,  who  devoted  a  great
deal  of  her  abundant  energies  to
showing  her  readers  that  they  had
nothing   to    `fear'    from   Jewish
emancipation. Aguilar' s generation of
Jewish  writers  has  been described  as
being  `shaped  and  limited'  by  their
`plea   for  English   sympathy   and

tolerance  of  Jews'.  Such  apologetic
fiction,  Linda  Zatlin  has  argued,
emphasised the Englishness of Anglo-
Jewry by portraying Jews generally as
a `product of the middle class, in man-
ners if not in wealth. '3

This    abiding    need    to    make
Jewishness  and  Englishness  synony-
mous was not confined merely to the
literary sphere. The apologetic Anglo-
Jewish  novel  can  be  thought  of,  in-
stead, as a symptom of a much wider
malaise.. The Jewish Historical Society
of England (JHSE)  for instance, has,
according to David Cesarani, consist-
entlyconstructedanAnglo-Jewishpast
based  on  the  `rootedness  of Jews  in
English society and their positive con-
tribution  to  politics,   culture   and
economy'.  Thus,  until  the  1960s  the
JHSE  has  been  obsessively  preoccu-
pied with the readmission of the Jews
into England in  1655, the community
of the resettlement and the emancipa-
tion period. In this way,  `the story of
the  Jews'  has  been  melded  together
with the `notion of progress towards a

liberal society'.4
This patriotic agenda was made ex-

pLich by  The Jewish Chronicle when
the JHSE was first founded in 1883. In
general,  the  anglicized  Anglo-Jewish
elite  feared  public  expressions  of
Jewishness in Britain as they mistck-
enly  thought  that  this  would  `cause'
an.ti-Semitism.   Thus,   Tfae  JewI.sfe
Cfe7.o#z.cJe  went  on  to  justify  the
existence  of  a  specifically  Jcwz.s'fe
historical  society  in  the  following
terns:

`[T]he English Jew must feel

that he owes a duty to his coun-
try. He must do for Englishmen
that  portion  of  English  work
which he, the Jew, can do best.'5
This   communal    definition   of

Jewishness as doing the `best' one can
for England has resulted in a profound
Anglo-Jewish  self-denigration  -
which I have called the culture of apol-
ogy -where Jews, in effect, apologise
for   public   expressions   of   their
Jewishness.  Anglo-Jewry,  as  Tony
Kushner has  rightly  maintained,  has

::%aey:ofopuons€e;fty,3:dae„s;r;ba];,a::cpur::
ing for the historical record,  [Jewish]
imndgrants'  radical  politics  or  un-
English rdigious habits. '6

The  trajectory  of poor  immigrant
Jews was meant to be, above all, away
from the `ghettoes'  and into the `sub-
urbs'-awayfromJewishnessandinto
Englishness. For this reason, that bit of
the Anglo-Jewish `story' that does not
fit into  this  liberal  narrative  of self-
±"prove"ent  and  embourgeoisement
has  been  excluded  from  Anglo-Jew-
ry's communal sense of itself.7

This peculiar fomi of Anglo-Jewish
self-denial is, however, very different
from the American-Jewish experiences
so ably described by Mike Woolf in his
earlier MANNA Essczy. It seems to me
that when George Bemard Shaw wrote



that Britain and America are  `divided
by a common language', he could not
have chosen a better example of this
paradox than the differences between
American-Jewish  and  British-Jewish
culture.

While  Britain  and  America  might
share a common language, they differ
radically as societies. If American iden-
tity,  as  Mike  Woolf  interestingly
argues, is predicated on the rejection
of one's past,  then British identity, I
believe, is the absolute opposite of this.
Englishness  has  always  been  con-
structed as a supposedly homogenous
culture, rooted in the past, I.7?fo which
Jewish and other inrmigrants have to
assimilate.

British  identity,  in  other words,  is
wholly  predicated  on  having  a  rela-
tionship with the past. To be publicly
Jewish  in  Britain  is  thus  to  be  w#-
EmgJz.sfo.  For  this  reason,  there  have
historically  been  considerable  pres-
sures on British Jews to renounce their
own Jewish particularity in favour of
an Englishness which is deemed to be
fixed for all time in past traditions and
conventions.  According  to  Philip
Dodd, it was in relation to this fixed
Englishness that ethnic minorities were
`invited  to  take  their  place,  and  be-

come  spectators  of a culture  already
complete and represented for them by
its trustees'.8

V\7hereas  the  American  novelist  is
constantly  able  to  re-inagine  or  re-
mythologise  his  or  her  relationship
with the past, the English past is rig-
idly  fixed  and  unchanging.  Until  re-
cently, the American Philip Roth has
spent nearly two decades living part of
each year in London. He is quite ex-
plicit,  in  his  fiction,  about  defining
England  as  a place  of absolute  con-
striction  for  his  alter  ego,  Nathan
Zuckerman.  In  his  77!e  Cow%ferJzre
(1987), for instance, it was not Israel or
America that transfomed Nathan into
a `Jew' but a narrow, unyielding Eng-
1ishness:

`England's made a Jew of me
in only eight weeks,  which,  on
reflection,  might  be  the  least  .
painful method.  A Jew without
Jews,  without Judaism,  without
Zionism,  without  Jewishness,
without a temple or an amy or
even a pistol, a Jew clearly with-
out a home, just the object itself,
like a glass or an apple'.9
The   `Roth'   figure  in  Dcccpf!.o#

(1990) has never `felt more misplaced
in c!ny country' than in England. This
antagonism  between  `America'   and
`England' is not unlike the distinctions

between American  and English liter-
ary  culture  in  Richard  Chase's   Zlfoe
American  Novel  and  its  Tradi:tion
(1957).   According  to   Chase,   the
American novel  `tends to rest in con-
tradictions and among extreme ranges
of  experience',  whereas  the  English
novel `gives the inpression of absorb-
ing  all  extremes,  all  maladjustments
and  contradictions  into  a  normative
view of life' . [°

It is this difference, broadly speak-
ing,  between  a  `nomative'  English-
ness    and   an   unruly,    malleable
Americanness  that reflects  these two
widely  differing  cultural  traditions.
Because  of the peculiarly British  ob-
session with the `image' of immigrant
groups,Victorianapologeticshaveper-
sisted  to  this  day  and have  seriously
deformed the British-Jewish novel as
well as Anglo-Jewry ' s self image.

The overwhelming need to present a
favourable image of Jews to the out-
side world remains at the top of Anglo-
Jewry's communal agenda and is crys-
tallized in the immensely popular form
of the Anglo-Jewish family saga. This
form was given a specifically Anglo-
Jewish  dimension  in  the   1920s  by
Naomi  Jacob  and  has  been  carried
through to the present day by Maisie
Mosco   and   Rosemary   Friedman.
Friedman's recent trilogy, in particu-
1ar, is designed to `explain' a range of
Jewish  life  to  the  outside  world
whether it be aspects of Judaism, the
Holocaust, or contemporary Israel.

When asked what motivates them to
write  their  family  sagas  in  the  first
place,  both  Mosco  and Friedman  in-
variably  reply  that  it  is  the  negative
stereotype of the Jew in English litera-
ture. Both see their fiction as rectifying
these  images  by  correcting,  in  their
work,  an imbalanced portrait  of  `the
Jew'.  In  other words,  their fiction  is
written primarily to represent Jews in a
favourablemanner-whatPhilipRoth
has  called,  in  relation  to  Leon  Uris,
`public  rctations'  fiction.  But  these

family sagas do sell in large quantities.
In her heyday, a Maisie Mosco trilogy
could sell up to 250,000 copies world-
wide.

One  of the  main  consequences  of
Anglo-Jewry's  culture  of  apology,
however, is that it has given rise to an
equally  problematic  comedy-of-.man-
ners  novel  tradition.  Novels  in  this
mode,  which  also  have  a  Victorian
pedigree,  satirize  Anglo-Jewry's  re-
spectable  inage  of itself.  This  com-
edy-of-manners novel tradition might
be thought of as a welcome antidote to
Anglo-Jewry'scultureofapology.But,

to their detriment, both of these apolo-
getic and satirical forms of British-Jew-
ish literature  are  obsessed  with posi-
tive  or  negative  `images'  of Anglo-
Jewry.

The  earliest works  in this  satirical
tradition  include  Julia  Frankau's  Dr
Phitlips:  A Malda Vale  Idyll  (188;])
andAmyLevy'sRe#Z7emsczcfes(1888).
Both  of these  works  transfomed  the
Victorian  Anglo-Jewish  novel  by
scathingly  attacking  Anglo-Jewry's
defining sense of its own `respectabil-
ity'.  Israel  Zangwill  was  clear  about
the `pioneering' work of Any Levy in
modemizing the Anglo-Jewish novel:

`She was accused, of course,

of fouling her own nest; whereas
what she had really done was to
point out that the nest was foul
and must be cleaned out'.``
Zangwill's  bestselling  C7iz./drc#  o/

the  Ghetto..  A  Story  of  a  Peculiar
PeopJe  (1892) was  clearly influenced
by Levy and Fralikau' s fiction. But his
novel   lies,   uneasily,   somewhere
between  the  apologetic  and  satirical
modes of British-Jewish writing.

On the one hand, Zangwill was well
aware that there was a widespread de-
sire to  `explain'  the East End poor to
an  increasingly  apprehensive  middle
class. The East End was, after all, re-
garded as `outcast London' and its poor
were thought of as `Wandering Tribes'
-  disorganised,  homeless,  diseased,
lazy  and  disorderly.  Not  unlike  `the
East' as a whole, the East End was part
of an unknown, potentially disruptive
world  that,  above  all,  needed  to  be
managed.  The  Jewish  East End  was
especially  prone  to  these  threatening
stereotypes.

I.n  these  telrus,  Children  of  the
Gfeeffo  was  a  particularly  reassuring
novel.  As  a  grateful  rz.mcf  reviewer
pointed out, it turried  a  `sudd6n light
upon the darkness'  and explained the
`East  End  Jew'  for  the  first  time.

Zangwill was thus at pains in his novel
to  break  down  the  prevalent  stere-
otypes of `the-Jew' which he described
as  `a mixture of Fagin,  Shylock,  and
Rothschild'.  Place  `The  Sweater'   of
Chapter 2 of the novel in Zangwill's
spiritual  `ghetto'   and  he  becomes  a
`God-fearing,  industrious,  and  even

philanthropic citizen. ' The `Pauper A1-
ien', equally susceptible to stereotyp-
ing, becomes the pious Jew pczr cxceJ-
Jc#ce in the guise of Moses Ansell.

Such  is  Zangwill's  instinctive  un-
derstanding  of  Anglo-Jewry's  self-
loathing  that  the  anglicized  Leonard
James publicly rejects his father as `an
old Jew who supplies me with cash'.



The  documentary  aspect  of Cfoz.J-
dren Of the Ghetto - explaining the
unknown to a fearful wider world -
is, however,  always in tension with
Zangwill' s more satirical instincts. In
the less effective second half of the
ryovct, Grandchildren Of the Ghetto,
Esther Ansell  writes  a novel  which
satirizes  the  comfortable  bourgeois
ideals  of  West  End  Anglo-Jewry.
Here is a Zangwillian account of the
United   Synagogue:   `Long   after
Judaism has ceased to exist, excellent
gentlemen will  be found regulating
its  finances'.  Instead  of countering
the stereotypes foisted on the Jewish
East End, Zangwill, in the West End
part  of  the  novel,  counters  the
stereotypical bourgeois  `respectabil-
ity'   by  which  Anglo-Jewry  had
chosen to live.

With  the  publication  of  Gfeeffo
Comcdi.cs ( 1907) Zangwill, at the age
of 43,  stopped writing on explicitly
Jewish themes. Instead, he chose to
live  in  East  Sussex  near  Rtldyard
Kipling,  wrote  novels  modelled  on
Thomas Hardy or Jerome K. Jerome,
and universalising plays like those of
George Bemard Shaw. At the same
time  as  assinilating  into  an  ideal,
rural Englishness, Zangwill devoted
much  of his  abundant  energies  to
`saving'  East European Jewry  from

persecution, to his version of Jewish
nationalism,  and  in  general,  he  did
much  to  try  and  modernize  the
Anglo-American diaspora.

Zangwill ' s contradictory impulses
can    be     summed    up     in    his
simultaneous  need  to  explain  and
transcend Jewish  particularity.  This
resulted in a rather schizoid identity
which,  in  a  less  extreme  form,  is
reflected   in   many   Anglo-Jews.
Zangwill's  need  to  universalize  his
Jewishness - he was, after all, the
inventor of the temi `Melting Pot' -
and  his  rural,   quasi-aristocratic
Englishness, are common features of
Anglo-Jewry ' s self-denial.

For this reason, Zangwill' s literary
legacy    should    not    be    lightly
dismissed. In some ways, the lessons
that  Zangwill  failed  to  lean  as  a
writer have only recently begun to be
understood.   His   obsession  with
overcoming the stereotypical image
of Jews in Britain has, in particular,
done much to deform British-Jewish
writing over the years. Novelists who
most  closely  followed  Zangwill  -
such  as  Samuel  Gordon  and  Louis
Golding - continued to present both
apologetic  and  satirical  images  of
Anglo-Jewry. Golding, in particular,

was  described by  7lfee r!.meg as  an  `apt
interpreter  of  British  Jewry',  thereby
truly assuming Zangwill ' s mantle.

Even powerful East End novelists in
the   1930s   and  40s,   such  as   Simon
Blumenfeld  and  Willy  Goldman,  are
self-consciously  reacting  against  the
previous  generation  of  complacent
Anglo-Jewishwriting.Inhishard-hitting
Jew  Boy  (1935)  Blumenfeld  is  quite
explicit about not having a  `high opin-
ion' of zangwill. The tradition of radical
East End Jewish writing that followed
Blumenfield and Goldman - made up
of Bemard  Kops  and  Amold  Wesker,
Alexander Baron and Wolf Mankowitz
- is understandably preoccupied with
the  `1ow  life'  of  Anglo-Jewry  in  the
words of Baron's excellent  1963  novel
77}e I,ow LZJe.  But the  smug  image  of
`West  End'  Jewry  continues  to  haunt

much of their work.
Not surprisingly, critics have divided

British-Jewish literature into `East End'
writing and the `Golders Green' novel.t2
Writers  in  this  latter  category  include
Brian Glanville, Bemice Rubens, Chain
Bermant,  Frederic  Raphael  and  Gerda
Charles. Glanville, after publishing two
controversial  satires  of  Anglo-Jewish
materialism  -  2lfee  Ba#frz!pfs  (1958)
and  Dz.czmo73d   (1962)   -  has,   like
Zangwill,  since  refused  to  write  on
explicitly Jewish themes. Charles, sadly,
has been unable to publish any fiction in
the     past      two      decades.      More
characteristically,  both  Rubens  and
Raphael  write  in  a  different  tone  and
perspective  in  their  `Jewish'  -  as
opposed to their   `non-Jewish'  - tic-
tion.  Such  are  the  defoming  fissures
which divide Anglo-Jewry against itself
or disable writers from gaining creative
sustenance     from     their     cultural
particularity.

It is no coincidence that until recently,
the best Jewish writers in Britain, such
as Harold Pinter, Peter Shaffer, Gabriel
Josipovici,  Anita Brookner and Muriel
Spark   -   unlike   their   American
counterparts-havehardlyeverutilized
Jewish  characters  or  explicitly  Jewish
subject-matter.  This  has  resulted  in  a
kind  of  schizoid  sensibility  with,  at
worst,  writers  vowing  never  to  write'about    Jews     again,    or    at    best,

universalising their Jewishness so that it
is  so  tenuous  and  ill-defined  as  to  be
impossible      to      represent.      This
defomation of British-Jewish literature
can tell us a great deal about the wider
deformation   of   British-Jewry   -
especially`its lack of self-respect for its
own distinctive culture and history.

While  this  is  a rather  bleak  picture
historically,  it  has  begun  to  change

radically for the better in the past two
decades. in the  1970s and 80s just as
British-Jews as a whole became a great
deal   more    self-confident   about
seriously    examining    their    own
Jewishness, so did British-Jewish writ-
ers.  In  the  past  two  decades,  a  new
generation of writers has emerged who
have  fictionalised  their  Jewishness
without universalising it out of exist-
ence, on the one hand and who are not
straight-jacketed in preconceived im-
ages, on the other.

Writers  of whom I am thinking in
this  context  include  Clive  Sinclair,
Michelene  Wandor,  Simon  Louvish,
Howard   Jacobson   and   Jonathan
Wilson. More established writers such
as Elaine Fofnstein and Steven Berkoff
have  importantly  led  the  viJay  in  re-
imagining the possibilities  of British-
Jewish  literature  and  drama.  By  the
late   1980s,   moreover,  Josipovici,
Brookner and Pinter were all engaged
in   more   open   accounts   of  their
Jewishness.

Brookner's  Zlfee fczfecomers  (1988)
makes explicit her grief for a lost Euro-
pean past as well as her Central Euro-
pean  Jewish  antecedents.  Berkoff's
many  challenging  plays  about  his
Jewishness  and  Pinter's  decision  to
publish Zlfoe Dwczr/I ( 1990) - an auto-
biographical  novel  written  mainly  in
the  1950s  -  indicate  the  extent  to
which  the  work  of  both  Pinter  and
Bet.koff  stems  from  the  Jewish  East
End. Two  of Josipovici's  novels,  7lfoe
Big Glass (\99L) ernd ln a Hotel Gar-
de7?  (1993),   are  concerned,  respec-
tively, with a Hebraic understanding Of
art  and  the  continued  European  dia-
logue  with Jewish history.  Josipovici
has also published his much acclaimed
The Book Of God:  A Response to  the
Bz.bJc (1988) which has had a consider-
able and salutary impact on his°fiction.

George Steiner' s Proof is and Three
Fczb/es (1992) and Dan Jacobson's 7lfoe
God-Fcczrcr  (1992)  also  point  to  the
outstanding  quality  of much  Jewish
writing  in  Britain  although,  as  with
Josipovici,  it  would  be  a  mistake  to
claim them exclusively as Brz.fg.sfo writ-
ers. But with Muriel Spark's autobio-
graphical  `The  Gentile  Jewess'  con-
tained  in  Emanuel  Litvinoff's  excel-
\e;atThepenguinBookofJewishshort
Sfor!.es (1979), it would also be a mis-
take not to think of them as writing in a
European-Jewi sh tradition.

Unlike  the  American-Jewish  tradi-
tion,   however,   the   synthesis   of
Jewishness  and  Englishness  still  es-
capes much contemporary British-Jew-
ish writing. That Brookner writes self-



consciouslyaspartoftheEnglishliter-
ary canon - made up of Jane Austen
and George Eliot - has clearly made
her Jewishness extremely problematic
for  her.  Pinter's  later  universalizing
modemism has similarly made it im-
possible  for  him  to  articulate  his
Jewishness, as has, for the most part,
Spark's quirky Catholicism in her fic-
tion written after the 1960s.

What I find interesting about writers
such as Elalne Feinstein, Clive Sinclair,
Michelene  Wandor,  Simon  Louvish,
Howard Jacobson and Jonathan Wilson
is that they  are all aware,  as British-
born   individuals,   of   the   severe
limitations  placed  on  their  Jewish
identity by Englishness. What is more,
they   make   this   a  part   of  their
inaginative concerns. Elalne Feinstein
has  especially led the way in this re-
gard.

Although born in Bootle and raised
in Leicester, Feinstein has successfully
constructed Central Europe as an `im-
aginary homeland' on which to project
a Jewishness which eclipses the paro-
chial representations and received im-
ages  of  Anglo-Jewry.  It  was  as  the
translator  of  the  poetry  of  Marina
Tsvetayeva  and  later,  of  Margarita
Aliger,   Yunna  Moritz  and  Bella
Akhmadulina,  that  Feinstein  discov-
ered her voice as a `European' writer.
He;I  novcts,  Children  of  the  Rose
(1975),TheshadewMaster(19rl8),The
Border (1984), Mother's  Girl  (198])
and  Lovi.#g  Brecfof  (1992)   are   all
located on the European continent.

rlfoe Border, for example, one of her
best novels, is set in Vienna before the
A#scfoJz/fs and evokes the life and work
of the  German-Jewish  writer  Walter
Benjamin.  This  work is  written as  a
triptych in  diary  and epistolary  form
and this allows for three equally pas-
sionate accounts of an erotic triangle.
Far from  a  single  consciousness,  the
multiple, hallucinatory sense of reality
in this novel - which is split along the
lines  of  gender,  poetic  emotion  and
scientific reason - comes  into  play
even  when  the  main  characters  are
faced with the threat of Nazism. The
Spanish border at Port Bou  in  1940,
where  Benjamin  committed  suicide,
signifies by the end both Benjamin's
tragically fixed place in history and his
intemal contradictions which are writ
large in the novel.

In  this  way,  7lfoe  Bo7.der  reads  an
arbitrary version of its own story back
from  a  contemporary  perspective.
Instead of an Englishness fixed in the
past, it establishes the possibility of re-
imagining a European past - to help

us re-think the present - as  well  as
acknowledging  the  insurmountable
`borders ' of history.
•   Clive  Sinclair has  particularly  uti-
lized American-Jewish writing to over-
come  the  limitations  inherent  in  the
British-Jewish  novel  form.  From  his
earliest  collection  of  short  stories,
Hearts  Of Gold  (\979)  a:nd  Bedbugs
(1982), Sinclair has attempted to `write
fiction that owes nothing to any Eng-
lish  antecedents'  and  has,  therefore,
self-consciously located his  `national '
history as  a Jew in Israel, America and
Eastern Europe.`3  At  the  same  time,
Sinclair's fiction is playfully aware of
the  dangers  of  solipsism  in  this  dis-
placement  of  an  `English'  national
identity  onto  a  Judaized  `imaginary
homeland'. `Ashkenazia' , collected in
Bedb%gr, is both a fictitious Yiddish-
speaking country situated  somewhere
in central Europe and also the personi-
fication of Sinclair' s writer-narrator:

`Many of my fellow-country-

men do not believe in the exist-
ence of God. I am more modest.
I do not believe in myself. What
proof can I have  when  no  one
reads  what I  write?  There  you
have it; my words are the limit of
my  world.  You  will  therefore
smile at this irony; I have been
commissioned  by  our  govern-
ment to  write the  official  Eng-
1ish-language         Gw{.de         fo
Ashikenazja[' .
By  the  end  of  this  story,  all  that

remains of `Ashkenazia'  is a `fiald of
wooden  skeletons'  and  Sinclalr's  de-
rangedpersonatrulybecomesbounded
by his words, `Now the world will 1is-
ten  to  me,  for  I  am  the  guide  to
Ashkenazia. I am Ashkenazia'.L4 This
conflation of selfhood with nationhood
is, on one level, the logical response of
an  author  who  displaces  an  English
national identity onto a `useful fiction' .

In  a recent radio  broadcast,  called
`The  Empty  Jew',  Frederic  Raphael
examined  what  might  be  called  a
`negative' Jewish identity. This might

be summed up as Nathan Zuckerman's
sense of being `a Jew clearly without a
home, just the object itself,like a glass
or an apple' . It is precisely this kind of
negative Jewishness that results from
an Englishness  that is  unable to  con-
tain genuine ethnic diversity. The early
fiction of Howard Jacobson, especially,
brilliantly  examines   th-is  negative
Jewishness although his later work -
The Very Model Of a Man (1992:) ernd
Roots Shmoots: Journeys Among Jews
(1993) -attempts, exuberantly, to fill
the vacuum of his acknowledged non-

identity.
Where the writer goes,  others will

follow.  The  significant  growth  in
Anglo-Jewish educational and cultural
institutions over the past two decades
indicates,  above  all, that many  thou-
sands  of British-Jews  wish to fill  the
emptiness of their Anglo-Jewish iden-
titywithapositivesenseofthemselves
and their history.

1. Rea;de[' s letter, The Jewish Chrond-
a/e, 22 January, 1904, p.8.
2„  The Jewish Chronicle, M:ay  1892,,
p.9.
3.  Linda Zatlin,  7lfec IVz.„cfee#£fe-Ce#-
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Twayne, 1981), p.73 and chapter 3.
4. David Cesarani,  `Dual Heritage or
Duel of Heritages?', in Tony Kushner
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Hz.sfory  qondon:  Frank  Cass,  1992),
p.36.
S . The Jewish Chronicle, 9 lone,1993 ,
pp.5-6,  8-9  cited  in  Cesarani,  `Dual
Heritage' , p.33
6. Tfushaer, The  Jewish  Heritage  in
Br!.fz.sfe H{.sfory, Introduction, p.14.
7. David Cesarani (ed.), 7lfee Mczki.ng a/
Modern     Anglo-Jewry     (Oxford..
Blackwell, 1990), attempts to fill some
of the gaps  in the received historical
record.
8.  Philip  Dodd,  `Englishness  and  the
National Culture', in Robert Colls and
Philip  Dodd  (eds.),  E#gJz.sfe#ess  cznd
Culture  (1880-1920)  (London,  \986)
p.22.
9. Philip Roth, rfee Co##ferJ!re a.on-
don: Cape, 1987), p.324.
10.  Roth,  Decepf!.o#  a,ondon:  Cape,
1990), p.109  and Richard Chase,  7lfec
AmericanNovelanditsTradition(Ne;rv
York,1957) pp.1-2.
L1. The Jewish Clurohicle. 2.5 Ta:many ,
1901' p.19.
12. See, for ex.ample, Beyond Margin-
dity:Anglo-JewishLiteratureafterthe
HOJoc¢%Sf (New York: SUNY,  1985).
13."OntheEdgeofthelmagination":
Clive  Sinclair  interviewed  by  Bryan
Choye;tte' , The Jewish Quarterly, vof.
xxxi    mos.3-4   (1984)   pp.    26-29.
Sinclair's  stories  have  been  repub-
ti+shed as For Good or Evil:  Collected
Sfor!.cs (London: Penguin,1991).
14. For Good or Ew.J, p.238 and 248 I
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THE SOUL SCENE I FOUND
IN STAMFORD HILL

FOR OVER ri`iri'EEN YEARS I
worried whether psychoanalysis
and religion were compatible. It

had its roots on a very personal level.
Ever  since  I  can  remember,  I  have
recognised  a  religious  disposition  in
myself. I have always been concerned
with the big questions:  "Who am I?",
"Why  am  I here?",  "What  is  this  all

about?"
My parents were very broadminded.

About religion my father and mother,
in their wisdom, believed that people
should be given the freedom to find out
for themselves. My father did tell me
that I was a Jew and, when I asked, told
me that he believed in the existence of
God.  My  mother  was  more  dubious
about it all.

But in my early years, Catholicism
had  the  greatest  influence  on  me.  I
remember  with  great  fondness  many
childhood  Sunday  mornings  spent
devoutly at mass, speaking about God

Eduardo Pitchon

and baby Jesus with Franciscan monks.
This was the beginning of my search.
During adolescence, a time of identity
refomulation, I realized that it was not
very comfortable to be the only Jew in
a Catholic  church  in  South  America.
So, with some sadness, I took my leave
of  Catholicism   and   moved   on.   I
proceeded   to   explore   Buddhism,
Theosophy  and poetry.  It was only  in
my  early  twenties,  as  a soldier in  the
Argentine army, that I was introduced
to  Judaism  through  a  fellow  soldier,
who was a teacher of Hebrew literature.
In  the  course  of  our  friendship,  he
managed to transmit to me something
of the  beauty  of Jewish  folklore,  the
legends,   the   oral   tradition.   This

appealed to the poetic strand in me.
My search for a career then led me

to  the  study  of psychology.  Studying
psychology  in Buenos  Aires  in  those
days  meant coming into contact with
Marxism   in   a   big   way.   I   soon
discovered that I shared many  of the
Marxist values  and ideals.  In spite of
this, I never warned to it. Even so, its
militant  atheism managed  to  dampen
the  free  expression  of  my  religious
concerns  and  they  remained  dormant
during my university years. The study
of psychology in Argentina was  very
broad.    We    studied    philosophy,
sociology,  politics  and  history.  We
were also introduced to all the different
currents  of thought  in  our field.  The
University  of Buenos Aires produced
groups of reflexologists, behaviourists,
existential psychologists, but by far the
largest  group  could  be  classed  as
psychoanalytical.

Buenos Aires during the sixties and
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seventies        was        gripped        by
`psychoanalytic fever.' The university

was  churning  out  psychologists  at  a
rate of over five thousand  a year and
everyone  seemed  to be into  it in one
way or another.

When  I  reached  thirty,  a  series  of
personal  and  national  circumstances
persuaded me to come to England, the
land  of  my  father  and  the  land  of
psychoanalysis.   My   aim   was   to
become a Kleinian psychoanalyst and
to work at the Tavistock Clinic. Shortly
after arriving  in London,  I  started  an
analysis   with   a   Kleinian   training
analyst and was  accepted for training
as   a  child  psychotherapist  at  the
Tavistock.  I had reached a Mecca -
all   was   very  Kosfeer  -  and   any
Argentine  could  tell  that  this  was
serious!

Coming to England had a profound
effect on me. As I adapted in order to
survive  in  this  new  environment,  my
old,       long-repressed       questions
resurfaced:  "Who am I?", "Why am I
here?", "What is this all about?"

I  had  the  good  fortune  to  meet  a
woman  who  was  a  philosopher  and
who  took  God  seriously.  Of course  I
married  her!  She  introduced  me  to  a
Kabbalistic  study  group,  in  which  I
remained for many years. At the same
time  as  I  was  undergoing    rigorous
psychoanalytic training, I was meeting
once  a  week  with  other people,  with
whom   I   would    delve    into    `the
Mysteries  of Creation',  `the  Meaning
of Existence', `the Nature of Man', his
place  in  the  universe,  the  difference
between  fate  and   destiny   and  the
meaning of free will. The `Kabbalistic
Tree  of  Life'  gave  me  entry  into  a
world  where  the  word  sow/  had   a
meaning,  in  the  same  way  that  the
word  ##co#scz.ows  had  a  meaning  in
the world of psychoanalysis.

I soon discovered that the `World of
the Soul'  was at least as broad and as
complex as the world of psychology. I
proceeded  to  explore  it  with  great
enthusiasm. The sea of the  `World of
the  Sou]'   is  criss-crossed  by  many
currents   and   as   an   independent
swimmer, I was influenced by several.
I have been touched and shaped by the
wisdom of many people from different
traditions.

Psychoanalysis  was  my  anchor  in
the      psychological      world;      the
Kabbalistic  Tree  of  Life  was  my
central focus in the World of the Soul.

The  World  of  Psychoanalysis  and
the  World  of  Religion  have  been  at
loggerheads   since   Freud's   earliest
discoveries. The unconscious, the ego
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and the superego did not comfortably
co-exist  with   God.   For  God   was
another  internal  object,  one  among
many thoughts held by the psyche and
as such liable to be investigated. This
did not sit well with the religious view,
whose aims  were quite different, and
so  the chasm was perpetuated.  These
were two world views never engaging
in  dialogue,  always  shouting  at  each
other across the fence. This was a fence
I knew well because it was also in me.
My quest at this stage was for a way of
bringing together the truths that I was
discovering    in    my    hard-headed
psychoanalytical training and the tniths
that were present in my  study  of the
spiritual traditions .

This  was  precisely  the  point  that  I
discussed  with  my  analyst in  our last
session.  His  response  gave  me  my
freedom.   In   the   best   of   British
tradition, he gave me his blessing. He
said that I was  now free to carry  my
psychoanalysis in whatever direction I
chose. I was a grown-up, which meant
I was trusted.

I worked in the East End of London
for many years. During my time there,
I found that my acquaintance with the
religious perspectives  of many of my
patients  was  very  helpful.  Knowing
something  about  the  world  of  gurus
could  open  up  a  whole  dimension  of
empathy  and  understanding  with  a
Hindu  patient,  or knowing  something
about the religious context in which a
Pakistani  Muslim  family  finds  itself,
could shed much light on the problems
presented.  This knowledge made me,
as a therapist, more accessible and less
remote.

I  decided  to  approach  the  Jewish
community for the first time in my life.
I was married, I had two children and I
was a Jew. Because I didn't know any
better,  I  decided  to  approach   the
community  as  a psychotherapist who
was trying to find useful work to do. I
made some preliminary enquiries and
someone   gave  me  the  name  of  a
Reform rabbi who might be interested
in what I had to offer. I contacted him
and told him what I wanted. His initial
response  seemed  to  be  one  of  slight
puzzlement,     which    he    quickly
overcame and proceeded to tell me that
he  had  no  money,  but  if I  wanted,  I
could  send him my  C.V. This proved
to be the beginning of my involvement
with  Judaism.  I  spent many  long  and
interesting  years  working  within  the
Reform   Movement   with   rabbis,
counsellors,  therapists  and  teachers.  I
gained  an  invaluable  insight  into  the
wider    spectrum    of    the    Jewish

community.
At the educational centre Yakar, in

Hendon, I attended a public debate on
the  compatibility  of  psychoanalysis
and Orthodox Judaism. The discussion
proved inconclusive but it opened up a
whole new field of research for me. I
met Rabbi Michael Rosen, the founder
and  head   of  Yakar  and  Jonathan
Gorsky,  a  broad-minded  Orthodox
scholar.     My     involvement     with
Orthodox Judaism began in earnest. As
I was studying Jewish thought, I came
across Hasidism and was immediately
drawn by its exoticism. I had found the
Tibetan  Buddhists  of  Judaism.  One
thing  led  to another and  a discussion
group was organised between Hasidic
scholars  and  a group  of psychothera-
pists.  This  dialogue  is  still  going  on.
The  group  provided  me  with  a  true
window into the Hasidic World. It was
a good place to lean about Orthodox
Judaism.   I   was   able   to   begin   to
understand not just what people did or
didn't do,  but wky  they  thought  they
did  what  they  did.  The  underlying
rationale was explained to me. I might.
or  might  not  be  a  Bcza/  rcffekvafe,  a
`lapsed Jew' who `retums', but at least

I  could  understand  one.  At  a  certain
point I decided that, for me, it wasn't
enough to continue discussing ideas. I
had  been  doing  this  in  all  sorts  of
settings   for  many   years.   I  was  a
practising  clinician  and  felt  strongly
that what I was learning had to be put
to  good  use  with  real  people  in  my
practice. So I decided that I was going
to  Stamford Hill  and  would  see what
happened.

I   was   offered   a  post   with   the
children's  charity  Norwood,  which
happened  to  have  a  team  of  social
workers placed in the area. On arriving
there, both Stamford Hill and I were in
shock,  although for different ieasons.
The  community  was  having  to  cope
with the sad case of child sexual abuse
that appeared  throughout the national
press  about  two  years  ago.  This  case
shook that community to its roots and
very  nearly  ripped  it  apart.  Its  after-
effects  were  still  reverberating.  I  was
in shock as well - so many strange-
looking  people,  such  long  beards,  so
many black hats, such big families and
so many rituals and customs. What was
this all about? How could I ever hope
to make sense of such complexity?

Stamford Hill is a world where God
rules  supreme  and  y!.ddt.sfe4c!t  is  all-
embracing  -  a  full-time  occupation
for life - a very strange world for a
psychotherapist. To find my place, the

Cor[1irmed on next page
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only thing I could think of was to reach
out in whatever way I could and try to
get to know these people and also allow
them to get to know me. These efforts
have been  amply  rewarded  as  I have
had  the  privilege  of  meeting  some
remarkable      individuals            and
exchanging   views   with   them.  We
didn't always  agree on  the forms but
we were most certainly  in agreement
when it came down to  substance, the
underlying   essential   principles.   I
became convinced .that where there is
goodwill there is ` God-will' .

What   does   this   say   about   the
possible      relationship      between
psychoanalysis and Orthodox Judaism?
Psychoanalysis with its strong tradition
of free thinking  and Judaism with its
reasoned  dogma  and  strict  rule  of
ha/akfeczfe:   what  have  they  to  say  to
each other?

For psychoanalysis, penetrating into
a new world is good business because
it   means   broadening   its   field   of
understanding. For me, pychoanalysis
is a tool that the culture has given me
to use, in the same way that a painter
uses his paints  and brushes.  I have to
palnt a picture that will have meaning
for the individual and for those in the
surrounding world.

For Judaism, psychoanalysis can be
helpful. I have found there to be many
problems in the Jewish community, as
many  as  anywhere  else.  The  strictly
orthodox  have  a  particular  problem,
which  is  that many  of their problems
have      gone      unrecognised      and
unaddressed  for  many  years.  They
value  their  Jewishness  more  than
anything  and  they  will  not  go  to  a
goyz.sfec agency that doesn' t understand
them. They prefer to keep themselves
to  themselves  and  solve  their  own
problems  in  the  best  way  they  can.
This  is  how  they  reason  and  this  is
what, as an outsider, one has to contend
with and also respect.

Understanding  is  essential  to  any
analyst. Trying to understand the other,
stretching out into the unknown, is our
daily  work.  This  `stretching  out'  can
be to an individual, to a group or to a
community. We understand by giving
our  attention,  whether  it  is  to  the
writings of Freud, to a chapter in Tanya
(the master-work of Shneur Za]man of
Lyady,  founder  of Habad  Hasidism),
or  to  our  patients  in  the  consulting
room.

In   my   attempts   to   understand
Judaism, I discovered I had a problem
- I was Jewish. So I was confronted
with my own identity, the Jewish one
and `the other.' I was having to learn to
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translate  between  two  cultures,  two
world  views,   two   different  value
systems.   Psychoanalysis   aims   to
release the individual from his or her
unconscious fears and help free him to
pursue his life in his own way, to find
his  own  path.  Its  ideal  is  to  create  a
mature,  responsible  and  free  adult.
Mature means integrated. Responsible
means  with  responsibility  for  one's
thoughts,  feelings  and  actions.  Free
means unencumbered by fear.

I have discovered that Judaism is a
very sensible religion in that it doesn't
disagree with these objectives. It takes
them for granted. This is what, ideally,
people should be, in order to serve God
and  the  world.  Unfortunately,  in  the
real world, this is not always the case.

An  important  distinction  that  any
therapist  who  wants  to  work  with
organised religion has to understand is
that  psychoanalysis  is  a  circle  that
begins and ends in man and religion is
a circle that begins and ends with God
but passes through man. The meeting
point is the human condition. It is not
necessarily in ideologies that we meet,
it  is  in  the  concrete  human  being.
Ideologies    divide    but    practical
experience  unites,  whether  it  is  in  a
multi-disciplinary team or in an inter-
faith dialogue or,  as in this case.  in a
systematic interchange.

Living  in  Stamford  Hill  was    like
living in  a fish  bowl.  Everything  was
transparent.  Everybody   seemed  to
know  and  be  involved  in  everybody
else's business. It was a real test of my
sacrosanct  ideas  of  confidentiality;
everything circulates through rumour,
like  blood   through   our  veins.   The
whole community is so tightly knit that
a  sensitive  observer  can  perceive  the
ripple effect of his  intervention,  long
after  it  has  passed.  This  is  why  it  is
very important that, if someone wants
to work in this field, he or she should
be sensitive and cautious, as one has no
control  over  the  outcome  of  one's
contributions.

The     legitimate     area     for     a
psychotherapeutic   intervention   in
Stamford Hill  is in Sfe¢Jom Bczy!.I,  the
harmony of the home.

Most  homes  in  Stamford  Hill  are
anything but peaceful.  Girls  and  boys
many young, somewhere between the
ages of  18  and 22.  They  immediately
proceed  to have children.  Families of
10  or  14 children  are  not  uncommon
and  everybody gets on with everybody
else's business. Nevertheless, it works
well most of the time and for most of
the   people,    and    this    gives    the
community  its  distinctive  character.  I

write   community   in   the   s!.#gw/¢r
because  that  is  how  I  see  it -  one
community  with  a  mind-numbing
quantity of divisions and subdivisions.
A military analogy comes to mind. It is
like one army with different regiments,
each regiment with different batalions.
Each  of  these  groups  has  its  own
entrance,    its    own    customs    and
mannerisms  and  although  there  is
much  cross-fertilisation among  them,
most of the time they also generate a
great  deal  of  tension.  My  way  of
working  is  to try  to  establish  contact
with a rabbi or some other influential
figure in the community,  as a way of
making a bridge. Once some trust has
been established, they might choose to
consult me about a case, and this might
eventually lead me to a referral.

So are Judaism and psychoanalysis
compatible?

With    apologies    to    the    Chief
Rabbinate  and  to  the  Institute  of
Psychoanalysis,  I  insist  that  Judaism
and   Psychoanalysis   have   a   very
intimate  relationship.  Psychoanalysis
is part of the unconscious of Judaism
and Judaism is part of the unconscious
ofpsychoanalysis.

As  long  as  psychoanalysis  fails  to
meet Judaism head-on, it will remain
incomplete   in   its   understanding.
Judaism is at its very root.

As for Judaism, I ant afraid it can no
longer credibly deny the validity of the
discoveries  that  psychoanalysis  has
made  in  the  last  century.  Not  facing
one's  unconscious kills one's vitality.
If Orthodox Judaism is to survive with
vigour,  it  has  to  extend  its  under-
standing to encompass its unconscious
-  including  psychoanalysis.  To  the
degree that it fails in this regard, it will
lack credibility.

For both pychoanalysis and Judaism,
the   need   is   the   same:   `To   make
conscious the, uneouscious' .

There  are  some  words  of  wisdom
that are dear to my heart:

"After long searches here and there,

in temples, in churches, on earths and
in  Heavens,  at  last  you  come  back,
completing the circle from where you
started, to your own soul, and find that
He, for whom you have been seeking
all over the world, for whom you have
been weeping and praying... on whom
you  were  looking  as  the  mystery  of
mysteries   shrouded  in  clouds,  is  in
reality the nearest of the near - your
own Self' I

Eduardo Pitchon was bor# !.# Argc"fj.#a. fJc I.s a
1)sychotherapist  and  now  lives  and  practises  in
Loirdon, where he  set  u|}  Link Psycholherapy, a
service [o the Jewish community.
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MODERN BRITISH JEIVRY
by Geoffrey Alderman
Orford University press, 1992, pp397,
£40 h.b

DURING TIH LAST TWEP`ITY
years there has been a plethora
of   publications   about   the

historical   development  of  Anglo-
Jewry. Pioneer historians such as Cecil
Roth, V.D. Lipman and Lloyd Gartner
laid    the    foundations.    Professor
Alderman's   contribution   not   only
presents us with much of their findings
but adds new data and a deeper analysis
of the cause and effect of the changing
face of the community.

In a complex tapestry embracing so-
cial, political, economic  and even lit-
erary  factors,  he  traces  the  course  of
Jewish  emancipation  politics  through
the British political maze until its final
triumph  -  the  legal  acceptance  of
Jews as bo#cz /idc British citizens. He
shows  convincingly  that  whilst  the
Liberals were the earliest protagonists
of Jewish equality, it was Gladstone's
unleashing of the `full fury of his ora-
torical powers against Jews and Jewish
influence'   associated  with  Disraeli's
espousal  of the Turkish  cause  during
the  Balkan  Crisis   of   1876-78,   that
helped  cut the  cord  that tied  most of
established  Jewry  to  Liberalism.  By
the end of the  19th century the major-
ity  of the more  affluent was well en-
sconced in the Conservative camp. In
many  ways this posed difficulties for
the newcomers - Jews fleeing from
the Tsarist pogroms after 1881.
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Alderman confirms that, after an ini-
tial sympathy towards them as victims,
the  immigrants  soon  found  that  they
had  few  friends.  The  Anglo-Jewish
elite regarded  them  as  an  imposition,
arriving  just  at  the  point  where  the
native-born  had  made  a  final  break-
through in their legal efforts to achieve
citizenship. They were forced into an
ambivalent response, on the one hand
they offered the positive aid tradition-
ally accorded to co-religionists. On the
other,  they  funded  advertisements  in
Yiddish in the Russian press, to wan
off Jews  from  emigrating  to  Britain,
or, on arrival, exhorted them to return,
or, with part aid, hustled them on to the
United States or Canada. However, for
those forced to stay, Anglo-Jewry pro-
vided two centres offering czd feoc hos-
pitality   to   the   poor   and   weary`greener'.  Such  were  the  Poor  Jews

Temporary   Shelter,   established   in
October   1885   and   still  operating  in
North London,  and  the Jewish Board
of  Guardians,  founded  in  1859.  The
former developed as an cj®frcpGf, wel-
coming the newcomer and performing
the duty of a dispersal agency in which
the  immigrant  was  protected  from
dockside  cr!.mpg,  con  men  and  land
sharks. From its inception it worked in
close co-operation with local and gov-
ernment authorities  and  thus  attained
official  respectability.  The  Board  of

Guardians  appeared  less  sympczffez.qz4c
towards the incoming AwsJd#dcr.  Ini-
tially,  in   1882,   `it  suspended  its  six
month  residence  rule  as  a  charitable
gesture of strictly limited duration' , at
the  same time  stepping  up  an  adver-
tised campaign to urge the newcomers
to  return or move  on.  Between  1880
and 1914 the Board repatriated 17,500
`cases',  perhaps  as  many  as  50,OcO

souls.
Alderman asks,  `Why did Jew treat

Jew in this way?'  The influx resulted
in  a  demographic  revolution  in  the
number  of Jews  in  Britain.  Between
1881   and  19cO,  London  Jewry  alone
rose  from  46,000  to  approximately
135,000,  of  whom  120,000  were  lo-
cated in one area -the East End. This
posed  immense  problems  for-  estab-
lished  Anglo-Jewry - physical,  cul-
tural,  social,  religious  and  political.
With the advent of a second generation
of English-speaking offspring, via the
successful  efforts of the elite to  `iron
out the ghetto bend'  by way of Clubs
and the Jewish Lads Brigade and with
the  compulsory  western-style  educa-
tion  in  the  schools,  assimilation  with
old Jewry and integration into the host
community  would  be  well  advanced
by the inter-war period.

Compared with conditions in the old
country there was greater security. But
what of acceptance? Immigrant Jews,
as outsiders, became mostly bad news.
Concentrated in a few trades in an ur-
ban decaying area they aroused public
concern  and  ill-founded  prejudice.
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concern   and   i]]-founded  prejudice.
Their religious and cultural differences
brought adverse responses, exemplified
in the popular sf Jczmes Gczzeffc ( 1887) ,
whose editor argued that the Jews were
`a people apart. Long as they may live

among  us  they  will   never  become
merged  in  the  mass  of  the  English
population.'  Such sentiments were not
conducive to their being welcomed by
settled  Jewry  or  by  those  non-Jews
locally exposed to them.

The  first  quasi-Fascist  movement,
the,  British  Brothers   League,  wa.s
founded in the East End in 1900, dedi-
cated to ousting `the stream of Semitic
sewage'  according  to  one  of its  most
vociferous propagandists.  A powerful
anti-alien movement was aided locally
by a shortage of domestic housing, the
problem made worse by the rapid ex-
pansion of the `ghetto' during the early
1900s. Such self-serving Jewish M.P.s
as  Harry  Samuel  of  Limehouse  and
Henry Norman of Wolverhampton ac-
tually  supported the Broffecrs Lcczgwe.
The  populist  demand  for  restricting
entry culminated in the first Alien Act,
with  East European  Jews  as  its  main
target, which became law in 1905.

It is to the author's credit, given that
his personal leanings are towards strict
Orthodoxy,  that he  offers  us  a  broad
and objective analysis of the rise of the
Reform  Movement  and  its  develop-
ment to the present day.

A   sympathetic   portrait   of  Lily
Montagu is offered, both as a woman
and  as  a pioneer  of Liberal  Judaism.
He conceives her as:

in     some    respects    brazenly
orthodox;  she  adhered  throughout
her life to the orthodox dietary laws,
recited   at   the   New   West   End
Synagogue the memorial prayers for
her parents, and was buried next to
them  at  the  Edmonton  Federation
cemetery. But the flame of rebellion
that  had  been  kindled  in  her  was
never extinguished.  In  1918  ..... she

preached  her  first  sermon   at  Hill
Street;   in   1944  she  was  formally
inducted there as a lay member ......
For   those   who   could   see   it,   a
revolution was in the making.
Not least was it seen in the induction

of women into the Progressive minis-
try.  This  all-embracing  study  records
the   `strange  doctrines'  brought  with
them by the first generation immigrants
and   their  development  into   more
sophisticated options embraced by later
generations.  With rare insight,  Alder-
man  writes  of  the  militant  anti-reli-
gious   radicals   as   marginal   groups
within  the  Trade  Union  and  Socialist
movements.
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Of  far  greater  significance  was
the mass of working-class Jews for
whom   there  was  not  merely   no
conflict  but  a  positive  and  deeply
felt relationship between praying in
a synagogue  and then  sitting in the
same   room   to   discuss   socialist

principles  and   organise   industrial
Stoppages.
He goes on to claim:

On   strictly   religious   grounds
these   immigrants  rejected   United
Synagogue  orthodoxy  and  its  chief
proponent, Hemann Adler. On class
grounds   they   were   minded   to
condemn the United Synagogue and
the     Board     of    Guardians     as
institutions   fashioned   by   Jewish
Capitalists and exploiters, for whom
Adler   appeared   to   act   as   chief
spokesman and apologist.
These  factors  have  rarely   been

grasped  by  previous  students  of  the
period.    They    needed    a    deeper
knowledge and understanding of such
relationships.

In  the  final  chapters  Alderman  fo-
cuses first on  the attitudes  of the Na-
tional Government and the Anglo-Jew-
ish power elite towards accepting those
Jewish immigrants seeking refuge from
Nazi persecution, the numbers problem
regarded   as   probably   contributing
towards  the  rise  of  home-born  anti-
Semitism.   Secondly,   he   traces   the
political   re-orientation   and  religious
divisions  of  post  World  War  Two
Jewry.

He insists that the underlying Gov-
ernment policy towards Jewish immi-
grants in the  1930s  was motivated  by
the   belief  that  Jews   created   anti-
Semitism  by  their  behaviour.  Subse-
quent documentary revelations of offi-
cial  expressions  tend  to  confirm  this,
and  explain  the  minimal  number  of
such  refugees  who  were  allowed  into
Britain. Even then, most of these would
acquire  no  right  of  permanent  resi-
dence, unless their contribution to Brit-
ish society - whatever that meant -
could  be  clearly  proven.  Above  all  it
was  up  to  the  Jewish  community  I.#
fofo to maintain them, in order to avoid
any  extra  burden  on  the  British  tax-
payer.  The  author  claims  that  `these
norms were, by and large, accepted by
the official  Jewish  leadership  in  Brit-
ain, and never challenged', for reasons
that he outlines and subjects to strong
criticism.   And   when,   in   1940,   the
policy  of  wholesale  internment  -`Col]ar the Lot'  - was  instituted  by

Churchill  as  a  preventative  measure
against    possible    Fifth     Column
infiltrants,  it  was  evident  that  it  was
welcomed ` in certain prominent Jewish

circles.  It  was  most  definitely  urged,
and     welcomed     by     the    Jcwz.sfe
Cforo#z.c/a.'A]derman   goes   on   to
suggest  that  `in  principle,  of  course,
and  on  grounds  of  wartime  security,
internment  could  not  be  criticised.'
But,  he  notes  scathingly,  `the  task  of
protesting  against  some  of  its  more
absurd and grotesque aspects - such
as  the  incarceration  of  elderly  Jews
who fled from Tsarist Russia and had
never become naturalised - was left
to   the   National   Council   for   Civil
Liberties  and  the  Committee  for  the
Protection  of  Refugee  Aliens,  from
which  bodies  the  Board  of  Deputies
was  careful  to  keep  a  safe  distance.'
Equally  critical  is  his  estimate  of the
ostrich-like  quality  of  the  Board  of
Deputies'  advice during the Mosleyite
incursion into East London on October
4,1936.  Whilst the Board urged Jews
to  stay  away,  this  was  repudiated  by
the grass roots - amongst whom was
this reviewer - who successfully pre-
vented the Fascist mai.ch and thereby
hastened the passing of the Public Or-
der  Act  in  December   1936,  under
whose  terms  the  Metropolitan  Police
Commissioner  was  able  to  ban  pro-
vocative marches by Fascists until the
BUF was itself proscribed in 1940.

Finally, Alderman dismisses the no-
tion of a modem, unified Anglo-Jewry.
Through a series of sharp political and
religious analyses he outlines the divi-
sions in a settled ethnic group that has
come  of age:  from  anti-Zionist ultra-
Orthodox, through a panorama of reli-
gious,  socio-economic  and even local
identification   to   totally   irreligious
secular bodies,  who,  nevertheless, are
proud to admit to a Jewish identity. He
pleads  for a  `new  institutional  frame-
work that will reflect diversity and al-
lows for its expression and articulation
in  an  atmosphere  that  is  at once  free
from internal oppression as it ought to
be  from  external  threat.'  It  is  a  plea
that must not be made in vain. In spite
of such internal differences,  the com-
munity has both the material clout and
inte]]ectual capacity to meet this chal-
lenge.

This latest book on Anglo-Jewry is a
mwsf for Jew and non-Jew, scholar and
layman alike. It is one of the first holis-
tic approaches to our past and present,
which in style and content, is both very
readable and convincing .

Professor  William  J.  Fishman  waf  bore  z.n
lrondon  in   ]921.  A  distinguished  historian,  he
has published a number of works in the field of
Anglo-Jewish history, including Ei\stEnd Jewish
Radicals aHd East End  1988. fJe c/a!.ms af Ai.s
filnes[ achievement  [he  il„roduc[ion of belgels  [o
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HOW|EWISH .WERE MY VALLEYS
THE  JEWS   OF  SOUTH  WALES
edited  by  Ursula  R.   Q.  Henriques,
University  of  Wales  Press,  Cardiff
1993, pp238, £25 h.b.

MY GREAT-GREAT-UNCLE,
Isaac  Monat Jacobs  arrived
from  Alexander,  Russian

Poland,  in  the  coal  mining  town  of
Abertillery  in  1871  with his  wife  and
their  one  year-old  son.  Shortly  after
their arrival on 29th December 1871 in
Somerset Row, Abertillery, Isaac and
Blima's first daughter was born. When
Isaac  went  to  register  his  daughter's
birth   there   were   obviously   some
language   problems.   These   were
highlighted in a letter from the General
Register Office to this chi]d's daughter
many       years      later."We      have
communicated with the Superintendent
Registrar who has  the custody  of the
original  register  containing  the  entry
(of the birth) and he reports that there
is  a mark  between the M  and Jacobs
which cannot be identified as a letter."
He also says that in the column in the
Register  where  the  father  signed  his
name as the informant of the birth, "the
mark although  small  appears  to be C
and the name at the time of registration
was  indexed   as  MCJacobs."  Family
folklore   suggests   that   when   the
registrar  asked  my  great-great  uncle
his   name,  he  mumbled  Isaac   Mm
Jacobs  because he had  only  recently,
and  somewhat  unusually,  taken  his
wife's  sister's  name  of Jacobs  which
was   already   widely  known   as   an
established pawnbroking family in the
valley communities.

Having a forbear with the name of
MCJacobs and knowing that he was a
pawnbroker  gave  me  tremendous
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impetus   to   investigate   the  Jewish
experience  in  South  Wales.  How  did
Isaac  operate  as  a  pawnbroker  in
Abertillery and relate to his customers?
I leant of the im|)ortance of the role of
the pawnbroker  in  the Welsh  mining
towns through the story told to me by
his granddaughter.  Although  the shop
was closed on Saturdays, a special traln
known locally as the  `Jews'  train'  ran
after  Sfeczbz7af  to  bring  the  miners  to
Abertillery   from   the   surrounding
towns.

To  gain  insight into  his  life  in  the
town, I travelled to Abertillery in 1977
with my mother and father. Abertillery
lies  to  the  south   of  the  great  19th
century   iron-producing   centres   of
Ebbw  Vale  and  Nantyglo.  In the mid
l9th  century,  Thomas   Brown,   the
owner  of  the  Blaina  Iron  Works,
developed the deeper mining seams in
nearby  Cwmtillery.  These  seams  of
coal of unusual thickness and superior
quality  were  the  mainspring  of  the
growth of Abertillery, which continued
with increasing prosperity until  1920.

We  walked  the  streets  and  took  in
the flavour of this mining community.
There was the colliery, the chapels and
churches serving each group of houses
in the valley, the rugby football  club,
the narrow streets, the beautiful glass-
covered Edwardian shopping arcade. It
was  like  walking  back  in  time.  We

found  the  house  at  2  Newall  Street
which   had   served   as   the   small
synagogue.  According  to   the   1912
Jewish  Year Book  there  was,  in  that
year, a Jewish population of 100 in the
town.  The  Sfeabbczf  morning  service
began at 9 a.in. and the Rev. Homstein,
who acted as both reader and teacher to
the   Synagogue   classes,   provided
Jewish  education  for  15  boys  and  10
girls. Even in those days it was difficult
for the community to survive, as it had
an expenditure of £120 per year but an
income of only £100.

Visiting  the  area  made  me  realize
the  substantial  Jewish  contribution  to
this   and   other  tightly-knit  mining
towns.  Armed with a tape recorder,  a
friend and I interviewed the relpaining
Jews in Merthyr Tydfil. We learnt of
the  folklore  which  tells  that  in  the
Merthyr Tydfil suburb of Dowlais there
existed for a short period at the turn of
the  century  a  C'feczs{.dz.sfee  community;
some of whom worked in the mine but
never  as  coalface  workers,  but  all  of
whom emigrated to Canada following
an attack made on them in  1903.

In  addition,  I  was  invited  by  the
Welsh Folklore Museum at St Fagans
to  record  the  memories  of Benjamin
Hamilton, the President of the Merthyr
Tydfil Synagogue and the Coroner of
the town, who conducted the inquest of
the victims of the Aberfan disaster and
who, as a solicitor, made a significant
contribution to the local community.

On my return to London I discovered
a  number  of  people  involved  in  the
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Reform  Movement  who  had  strong
links  with  Wales.  One  of  these  was
HalTy  Cohen,  later  President  of  the
North  West  Surrey  Synagogue,  who
gave me an intimate picture of Jewish
life  in  Pontypridd.   He  remembers
having a bath in a large zinc tub in the
kitchen,  using  hot  water  which  had
been  boiled  in  a  very  large  kettle.  A
larger than  life character in  the  town
was the Synagogue collector, Shmuel
the Shuster, who, as well as collecting
members ' dues on a Sunday, sold black
and  brown  bread,  which  had  come
down from London in a large sack. In
addition he also sold fchmcz/fz herring,
which he made in a small shed in his
back yard.  The other was the late Dr
Joseph  Shepherd,  a  member  of  the
North  Western  Reform  Synagogue,
who was brought up in Ystalyfera. He
explained that the m!.nycz# for Shaz7Z7czf
moming services was provided by Jews
living       in       Ystradgynlais       and
Pontardawe, together with a hdr Cohen
who  lived   `over  the  mountains'   in
Gelli-galed.    In    winter,    Sfeczbbaf
moming services always started late!

In 1983 when I addressed the guests
at my wedding, I said that Hannah and
I would be doing some unusual things
on  our  honeymoon.   Little  did  the
guests realise as they guffawed that we
would   be   spending   an   afternoon
hundreds  of  feet  below  ground  in  a
South  Wales  pit  -  the  Big  Pit  in
Blaenavon  just  over  the  mountains
from  Abertillery,  where  we  donned
miners'   helmets   and   were  guided
through  the  labyrinth  of  tunnels  by
former    miners.    There    we    felt
something  of  the  harsh  and  vicious
reality of the mining experience, and at
the  same  time  the  vital  camaraderie
necessary to keep one's sanity. A very
small number of Jews ventured down
to these dark,  dirty depths and it was
my   privilege   to   interview   Morris
Silverglit,   who   had   worked   as   a
timberman in Aberfan. These were the
men at the coalface, who ensured the
safety  of the workers  by propping up
the tunnels. Theirs was a vital role.

The  Jews  of  South  Wales  [cties
heavily on written sources but in some
ways   complements   the   oral   and
folklore tradition described above.

In a number of the essays the authors
describe  the relationship  between  the
established Jewish communities, those
that  Bill  Williams,  the  chronicler  of
Manchester Jewry, calls the `a]l right-
nicks'  and  the  newly-arrived  victims
of the Russian pogroms. An interesting
feature  of the  ambivalence  shown  to
the  new  arrivals  was  the  "curious
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contrast between communal meanness
and not infrequent acts of outstanding
generosity by individuals."

The  authors   also  investigate  the
incidence   of  Jewish  criminality   in
South  Wales  before  the  First  World
War and give wider prominence to the
case of the abduction of Esther Lyons,
which   became   a   ccz#se   ce'/Gbre   in
Cardiff in the 1860's. However, just as
it  would  be  difficult to  establish  that
the  MCJacobs  were  members  of  the
Jewish  community  in  Abertillery,  so
the  authors  highlight  the  problem  of
identifying  Jewish  criminals  by  their
family       name.       Indeed,       they
acknowledge that Jews were far more
often the victims than the perpetrators
of  crime.  Nevertheless,  the  case  of
Esther  Lyons  "exercised  a  baneful
influence  between  the Jews  of South
Wales and the Baptist community for
generations to come."

Anthony Glaser discusses the serious
Tredegar riots of 191 1 in the context of
the prevailing turbulent atmosphere of
social and economic unrest. He quotes
Fred Hopkins, who used Home Office
sources  and  his  uncle's  eye-witness
account    of    events...`The    young
hooligans  of  Tredegar  planned  the
attack on the Jews and chose the time
of the strike as a suitable opportunity.
Saturday-pay-night with the streets
crowded,  was  all  in  their favour.  The
older people were no doubt cognisant
of the scheme and supported it... many
people       previously       considered
respectable  took  part  in  stealing  all
they  could  lay  their  hands  on.'  The
authorities  deemed  these  attacks  so
serious   that   `the   magistrates   felt
compelled  to  read  the  Riot  Act,  and
call out the troops. ' Although a number
of research papers have been produced
in   the   past   which   discuss   these
disturbances,       Anthony       Glaser
concludes   that   the   riots   `remain
something of an enigma wrapped in a
mystery.,

There are two essays relating to the
Swansea Jewish community. The first
details the management of the Swansea
Hebrew  Congregation  between  1895
and  1914 and  explains  the "dominant
position   achieved   by    successful
pawnbrokers   in   the   South   Wales
Jewish   communities."  The   second
focuses  on  the  Ministry  of  the  Rev.
Simon Fyne in Swansea  1899  -1906.
The  study  details  the management of
the  relationship  between  the  wardens
and the minister - ministers tended to
be   welcomed   with   an   enthusiasm
which   quickly   turned   sour!   There
existed    a    tension    between    the

establishment     figures     and     the
newcomers   and   we  now  begin   to
understand   the   impact   of   mass
immigration  on  already  established
communities in the Principality.

The   contribution   of   the   later
immigrant     community     to     the
establishment  of  industries   at  the
Treforest Trading Estate is extensively
documented, but here the author seems
to   have   relied   on   limited   source
material which may well cause offence
to those who have been left out.

In  her  epilogue,  Ursula  Henriques
describes   the  development   of  the
Reform  Synagogues  in  Britain  and
particularly the post-war establishment
of  the  Cardiff  New  Synagogue  in
Moira  Terrace.  It  is  perhaps  a  little
surprising that she should, incorrectly,
describe  the  first  Refomi  Synagogue
as   the   New   West   End   Reform
Synagogue  as  three  of  her  forbears
were signatories  to  the declaration in
1840  establishing  the  West  London
Synagogue of British Jews. The New
West End Synagogue was founded in
1879 by the United Synagogue ! It is in
this  section  that  a  number  of  more
recent historical works have not been
consulted.  Nor,  it  would  seem,  have
interviews  taken  place  with   those
closely  involved  with  the present-day
Reform Movement, a course of action
which would have avoided such pitfalls
in  what  is  otherwise  a  helpful  and
informative   contribution    to    our
historical knowledge.

Professor    Henriques    and    her
colleagues  have  provided  us  with  a
valuable insight into the comparatively
neglected  history  of  the  Jews  in  the
Principality.  The book  will  become  a
reference text for Welsh historians and
will  greatly  assist  those  undertaking
research   in   areas   suggested  by   the
authors.  As  an  avid  oral  historian,  I
would  strongly  recommend  that  the
testimonies  of  those  still  alive  who
remember those early days in the towns
and villages in South Wales be rapidly
recorded, so that another generation of
Jewish  experience  is  not  lost.  It  is
hoped that future historians will delve
deeper    into    the    Welsh    Jewish
experience and more importantly, cross
the Bristol Channel and discover on a
more  personal  level  `the  land  of my
fathers' I

David  Jacobs  was  bor#  I.#  A4c!#cfees/cr  a#d
trained as a youth worker. He has worked both in
local goverrunen[ and for the Jewish community.
He   is   currently  the   Director   of  Synagogue
Partnership  work for  tl.e  Reforn.  Movelnent  in
Britain.  He  has  a  passionate  interes[  in Jewish

genealogy and oral history.
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WHAT ERNEST BEVIN
TOLD MY BROTHER

Maurice Edelma:n was one Of a generation of Jewish
I,abour M.P.s that now belongs to a distant past. The face Of

British pditics has changed and, for those whose memory
does not stretch back beyond the Thatcher years - and for

those wl.o do recal:1 a colourful character - his sister, Sophia
Wyatt, now living in Califoriha, contributes a memoir.

Sophia Wyatt

A:¥!:I::;¥sTgg:r:s.¥
holding forth from his soapbox. A little
boy   in   the  crowd  pipes   up,   "Mr.
Edmunds Sir, when are they going to
stop caning in the schools?"

Bending to the lad with a benevolent
smile, Jimmy replies, "row will settle
that sonny, when you become a Mem-
ber of Parliament."

The  crowd  roared.  The  little  boy
blushed. He was my brother, Maurice
Edelman, then, in 1920, nine years old.
Twenty-five  years  later  Maurice  be-
came a Member of Parliament and rep-
resented  Coventry for thirty  consecu-
tive  years.  Jimmy  Edmunds  never
made it to parliament.

During  his  parliamentary  career,
Maurice wrote ten novels, most of them
with a parliamentary setting. Some be-
came Book Society choices in Britain
and  Book  of the  Month  selections  in
the United States. He also wrote a bi-
ography of Ben Gurion and a political
history  of  the  Dcz!./y M!.rror  and  was
political columnist for the Ivew Sfczfc5-
mcz#. He frequently contributed to the
British, French and American press.

T.G. Rosenthal, Joint Chairman and
Managing Director of Andr6 Deutsch,
wrote of him, "Maurice Edelman was
not  only  a  remarkable  politician  but
the  best political  novelist  of his  gen-
eration in this country."

Our parents settled in Cardiff from
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Russia  at  the  turn  of  the  century.
Mother was justly proud of her ances-
try.   She  was   a  descendant  of  the
•Lublin-born  Rabbi  Joel  Sirkes,  also

known as Bach (1561-1640).
Though  she  valiantly  tried to  keep

the  home   and   family   traditionally
balbatish -new clothes tor Yomtov, a.
white  shabbos  cloth  and  faithful  at-
tendance at our orthodox synagogue in
Cathedral Road, life in Cardiff was a
desperate  struggle.  Father,  a  profes-
sional photographer with five children
to feed, was largely dependent on the
miners for a living. But with the Great
Depression and vast unemployment in
the coal mining areas of Wales, there
was  no  spare  cash  for  higher  educa-
tion.

Maurice  won  scholarships  all  the
way  to  Trinity  College,  Cambridge,
where  he  specialised  in  French  and
German.  This  led to  a lasting interest
in  Anglo-French  relations,  for  which
he  later  received  the  decoration  of
rOfficierdelaL6giond'Hoiuneur£Iom
G6n6ral de Gaulle in person. The early
days of Maurice's struggles were col-
ourfully recorded in a memoir by Jack
Wanger, a Cardiffian who was a schol-
arshipboyatCambridgewithM;urice.

He wrote, "Maurice and I went up to
Cambridge on the same day to read for
the  same  degree  and  to  spend  three
years  which  were  to  determine  one's
future. For Maurice, these years were
triumphant.   In  a  milieu   at  Trinity

largely  dominated  by  Eton  and  the
leading public schools, Maurice made
his mark socially, and I may add, sarto-
rially. In the varied societies to which
he belonged, he was always a central
figure and was never guilty of compro-
mise in his principles, ever ready to be
counted for his Jewishness.

"He was quick to challenge injustice

and racialism, and I shall never forget,
at  a  meeting  of  the  Anglo-German
Society in Cambridge, when the mood
of the members was so predominantly
in  accord  with the views  of the Nazi
speaker,  that he  rose  immediately  to
his feet and demolished the arguments
of  the  latter  in  a  controlled  flow  of
oratory, to the utter discomfort of the
well-heeled audience."

Maurice  remained  proudly  Jewish.
When he was first sworn in as an M.P.
and handed the King James Bible, he
politely returned it.  "The Old   Testa-
ment please," he insisted.

He was by  nature kind  and  gentle,
but showed courage when needed.  In
the  1940's when Hitler was slaughter-
ing  the  Jews,  he  button-holed  Ernest
Bevin,  then  Foreign  Secretary,  and
asked him if he couldn't do something
to  rescue  the Jews  still  remaining  in
Europe  under  Hitler.  Bevin  replied:
"No, Edelman. You know those Euro-

pean  Jews  are  not  like  our  British
Jews."

When  he  was  a  young  schoolboy
Maurice  promised  his  mother:  "One
day  when I  grow up  1'11  take  care  of
you, Mama." The promise was royally
fulfilled. He gave her a birthday party
every year in the House of Commons,
an  event remembered  in  a  gallery  of
press pictures on her dressing table in
Maurice's house where she lived until
she died.

Maurice  was  often  compared  to
Disraeli. He planned to write a fiction-
alised trilogy about Disraeli and com-
pleted the first two volumes, "Disraeli
in Love" (1972) and "Disraeli Rising"
(1975).  He  was  working  on  the  third
volume when he died.

In  1973  Maurice was chosen to be
one of three British Jewish spokesmen
in "Directions", a CBS television pro-
gramme.  The  other participants  were
William  Fralikel,  then  editor  of  the
Jcw!.sfe  Cfero#!.c/e,  and  Rabbi  Louis
Jacobs, rabbi of the New London Syna-
gogue and one of the European mem-
bers  of  the  Rabbinical  Assembly  of
America.

The discussion revolved around the
security of Jews in Europe. A genera-
tion  earlier  Jews  were  being  annihi-
lated  in  the concentration  camps  and
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crematoria in Nazi Germany.
Maurice felt that in the years  after

World  War  Two,  the  Nazi  atrocities
had left a legacy of anti-Semitism even
in  Britain,  but  the  emergence  of the
State  of Israel  created  a new kind  of
Jew  who  was  prepared  to  assert  his
rights.

He   observed   that   the   Jews   in
England  of  the  second  generation  at
that time  were  completely  relaxed  as
Jews and were not seeking to conceal
their identity in assimilation. He noted,
too,  that  a  new,  extremely  religious
generation was emerging.

Raising the question of dual loyalty,
the moderator asked him:  "Do you at
any time have a conflict in your own
mind  of  what's  good  for  Israel,  or
what's good for Britain?".

Maurice replied. "As a Jew in Brit-
ain, I have a single allegiance, and that
is to Britain. I have many sympathies
with  many  causes,  I  have  sympathy
with human rights. I have sympathies
with my co-religionists. I have sympa-
thies  with  those  who  are  concerned
about Israel  as  what I hope  will  be  a
focal point of faith. I believe Judaism
is a system of faith and a way of living,
and I don't think  there's  any  conflict
between that and the concept of identi-
fication with the country one belongs
to."

Frankel  pressed  on.  "But  when  a
conflict  arises  between  allegiance  to
Britain and loyalties,  say, to Israel,  is
that  a real conflict to you and where in
such circumstances  do you come to a
decision?"

"There's  no  conflict  at  all,"   said

Maurice. "In any matter which affects
Israel  I  make  a  decision  as  a  human
being  who  sees  Israel  within the gen-
eral  framework  and  concept  of what
any other country or collection of peo-
ple should be judged by."

Maurice  died  in  London  in   1975
from complications after an operation
at the age of 64.

One wonders, had he lived, how he
would  have  reacted  to  the  plague  of
crime  and  violence  in  our society  to-
day,  so  gruesomely  demonstrated  in
Britain  by  the  murder  of a  two-yeari
old   child   by   two   children.   His
awareness of the problem is seen in his
last article for the Dcz{./y A4cz!./, "Could
We  Become  a Nation  That  Walks  in
Fear?" where he wrote, "Our problem
of organised crime, drug-pushing, and
public  violence  is  still  small  by  U.S.
standards.  But  it  is  growing  and  Mr.
James Callaghan, the Home Secretary,
and Parliament are right to crack down
on it now." I  1
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THE ASSIMILATED JEW
"Far away in a had where the sky is nearly always blue, and the sun nearly always shining, and

where the sea also is blue as the sunbeams play on it, ites the beautiful ctry Of Venice ....
Long ago there I,ived in Venice a man called Autonio. He was a merchant .... and he was a very

good man as well as a iiery ricl. one ....
The Jews Of Venice in those long ago days were not good .... Skylock was the worst Of al:I tl.e

Jews  in Vent,ce. Autovio hated him because he knew him to be bad."
(Jeannie Lang, `Stories from Shakespeare' )

E::r.:T:Tc:i::hFa,t.ANv:e:s:e:::i
Shylock and to the idea of a Jew. Last
year  John  Gross  suggested  that  the
appropriation  of  Shylock  as  an  anti-
Semitic   stereotype  has  proved  so
disastrousthatshakespeare'stextmust
itself be suspect (Sky/ock, Chatto and
Windus) and its author too for having
created  a villain  who  is  for  no  good
reason a Jew.  A Judeocentric reading
certainly  leaves  much   in  the  play
looking unnecessary, prejudiced, often
inconsequential  -  badly  written  as
opposed to the good writing in the rest
of  the  canon.  But  it  is  not  my  own
reading.  As  an  English  Jew  I  have
uncle;rstood  The  Merchant  Of Venice
(Shakespeare's  play  with  Jews)  on  a.
level with the rest of Shakespeare, as a
valid and coherent adult text.

The Merchant Of venice is rLot aLhout
Jews.  It  is  about  the  impossibility  of
ethical regulation of human conduct. It
is about law, both Venetian and Jewish.
Shylock  is  not  a  gratuitous  presence.
He is there because, of all people, the
Jews   are  distinguished  by   ethical
adherence to law and the presence of a
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Evelyn Wilcock
Jew   is   essential   to   any   serious
discussion. Law proves inadequate and
is   ultimately   administered   by   an
impostor,   Portia,    dressed   up    in
someone else's robes.

Against   the   Jewish   and   legal
elements   in   the   play   are   set   the
Christians with their ideal of individual
relationships       and       trust.       But
Shakespeare  does  not  suggest  that
personal  commitments  are  any  more
reliable. Pledge after pledge in the play
is broken. Bassanio and Gratiano break
their  promises  and  part  with  their
wives'   rings.   Portia   evades   her
undertaking     to     her    father    by
surreptitiously  revealing  the  secret of
the caskets  in  a song.  No  one's  word
holds good.

So when Shylock is finally forced to
cross  that  divide from Jewish  law  to
Christian "faith" and simply gives his
word,   those  who  know  Jews   and
Judaism  understand  that,  like  all  the
preceding vows in the play, his vow to
the  Christian  will  also  be  broken,  on
the next Ko/ Ividrc!. when all such vows

will be dissolved.
Legal  codes  are  closely  allied  to

religious  structures  and this  is  one of
the  few  Shakespeare  plays  in  which
religion features, but hardly as a moral
authority. Bassanio is blunt,

In religion'
What damned error but some sober

brow
Will bless it, and approve it with a

text'
Hiding the grossness with fair

Omament.
John  Gross  suggests  the  messages

about  conversion  to  Christianity  are
somewhat  contradictory.  Rightly  so.
But it is religion which is in doubt, not
Shakespeare's  treatment  of  it.  When
Salerio  explains  that the  way  we  see
things  will  be  subject  to  our  mood,
Shakespeare chooses the example of a
church,  "the  holy  edifice  of  stone",
calling  to  mind  dangerous  rocks  and
shipwreck. Christianity is indeed a rock
on which Jews are ruined.

Jews  come  to  grief in  other  ways.
Shakespeare   shows  honestly   how
Jewish  self-definition  is  shaped  and
distorted  by  the  anti-Semitism  which
prevailed,  and   which  still  prevails.
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Shylock's  two  great  speeches  before
the Court explaining why he insists on
the   bond,   are   often   dismissed   as
hysteria,  or  an  opportunity  lost,  but
together  they  constitute  an  essay  on
anti-Semitism.    The   first   speech
describes  the  natural  revulsion  which
underlies irrational prejudice, whether
against rats - against Jews? - or -
among Jews? - against roast sucking-
pig.   Some  people   are  prejudiced
against  cats  which  are  harmless,  as
harmless  as  Jews  perhaps.  It  is  hate
beyond reason:

As there is no fimi reason to be
rend'red

Why he cannot abide a gaping pig,
Why he a hamless necessary cat,
Why he a woollen bagpipe, but of

force
Must yield to such inevitable

shame'
As to offend himself being

offended:
So I can give no reason, nor I will

not'
More than a lodg'd hate.
The    second    speech    describes

discrimination             which             is
institutionalised  and  thus  regarded  as
normal.    Shylock    challenges    the
Venetians to abolish slavery:

Let them be free, marry them to
your heirs?
Why  sweat  they  under  burdens?
Let  their beds
Be made as sweet as yours.
It goes  without question  that some

categories  of  people  are  legally  and
socially     pena]ised.     Shylock     is
circumscribed as a Jew in Venice and
will be punished under such a law.

Shakespeare  does  not  neglect  the
way Jewish practice alienates non-Jews
in   an   integrated   community.   One
modern   Christian   critic   literally
interprets   Shylock's   willingness   to
trade with non-Jews but not to eat with
them, as Jewish financial exploitation.
Shakespeare   neither  pretends   that
Jewish   social   exclusion   is   self-
engineered nor that Jews blindly follow
an     unquestioned     law.     Shylock
eventually  decides  to  dine  with  non-
Jews. It is not a textual inconsistency,
as some have suggested; Shylock finds
it problematic. For Shakespeare' s Jews
are  highly  assimilated,  just  as  Jews
were  in  Venice, just  as  we  are  now.
Jessica  displays  a  classical  education
to  match  that  of  her  lover  Lorenzo.
This  is not accidental.  Shakespeare is
not  writing   about   Os£/#cZc#.   He   is
writing about Jews like us.

Given  that  Shakespeare's  Jews  are
not governed exclusively by legalism,
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nor  his  Christians  by  mercy,  Portia's
show-stopping  "Quality  of  Mercy"
speech  is  addressed   to  both   sides.
Justice and mercy are Jewish attributes
of God and the balance between them
is closely argued notjust in her speech
but in rabbinic literature.

In  portraying  Jewish  characters,
Shakespeare  touches  on  issues  which
arise  from   socially   defined   roles
attached to Jews: property and family.
He shows that neither law nor money is
detached   from  personal   feelings.
Possessions  take  on  value  from  the
emotional attachments they represent.

Shylock's ring is precious because it
came  from  his  wife.  The  wealth  of
Portia or Antonio is useful only as an
expression of love. Conversely, in 77}c
„ercfecz#f  we  find  children,  servants
and   wives   all   treated   as  property.
Shylock's child is so much valued as to
become  confused  with  wealth  stolen
from him. Launcelot Gobbo, Portia and
finally Jewish Jessica abuse the fathers
who have lovingly controlled them as
family possessions.

Beneath  its  elegant  surface  rfee
Mercfecz#f  o/ Ve#!.cc  hints  at  sexual
exploitation  between  high  and  low
status  groups.   Lorenzo  and  Jessica
challenge  that  prejudice  by  formally
marrying.  Their  relationship  is  more
companionable   than  that  between
Portia and Bassanio, and equality of all
men,  a universalism which  is  neither
Christian  nor  Jewish,  is  what  they
fantasise  about  as  they  sit  together
under the stars and talk about angels.

Amid  these   shifting  failures   of
contract and relationship, there is one
character whose pledge proves sound,
Antonio, the Merchant of Venice, the
supposedly   minor  character  after
whom   the   play   is   named.   He   is
remarkable because he is the only one
who does hold  true.  Yet Antonio is  a
repressed    homosexual    and    like
Shylock   is   outside   the   legitimised
society in which he finds himself. The
words he speaks stand for the Jew and
the   Jew   parallels   Antonio.   Both
Antonio and  Shylock  are  deprived  of
inheritance. The money from each  of
them will go to Jessica and her husband
and   so   be   diverted   from   a   true
succession.

Shylock's identification with Jacob
has    been    ill-appreciated..    It    is
communal and yet touchingly personal
-  Shylock's  wife,  like  Jacob's,  was
called  Leah.  Jacob's   staff  was  not
associated  with  his  leaving  home  as
Gross  suggests,  but with  the  moment
when, after wrestling with the stranger,
Jacob  brought  his  wealth  across  the

river and sought reconciliation with his
brother. No wonder Shylock mentions
it  as  he   sets  out  for  dinner  with
Christians.

I concur with critics who claim that
Shakespeare  had  to  know  Marrano
Jews in order to write this play. If one
has this inside knowledge, one knows
that cutting living flesh is contrary to
Biblical law and that we are watching
a blood libel. The crudeness is on the
same   scale   as   Portia's   offensive,
stereotyping opening speeches and her
racism when she later rejects the black
suitor  or  addresses  Shylock  as  Jew!
Perhaps Jewish critics have found her
opening  remarks  witty  and  charming
only  because  Jews  are  not  included.
We need not excuse Portia by making
allowances  for  Elizabethan  attitudes.
Desdemona   has   integrity,   Portia
usefully does not.

And to reinforce the point, Shylock,
the  supposed  villain,  is  not punished.
We end with the irony  that the Jew's
prosperity   enriches   the   society   in
which  he  lives.  Shylock  has  half his
money  returned  to  him,  so  that  his
efforts may ultimately enrich Jessica's
non-Jewish  lover.  Society  is  kind  to
the Jew only because it hopes to profit
by him. This is the very financial self-
interest of which Jews are accused. In
such   details   one   may   see   how
dangerous  and  anarchical  this  play  is
because  it  blurs  distinctions  between
Jew  and  non-Jew,  challenging  the
stereotypes held by both sides alike.

I first saw 77ie Mcrcfecz#f in  1964 in
Munich  performed  in  German.  The
young Venetians were Brownshirts and
Shylock   was    a   German   Jewish
intellectual of great dignity and much
wisdom.     It    was     an    unnerving
experience.   We   were   in  Munich,
birthplace    of   Nazism,    and   the
Brownshirts   with  diagonal   leather
straps across their chests were rushing
in  through  the  audience  and  standing
about. It was every Jew's dream of the
Merchant. Even the homosexuality was
fitted into a  1930s Berlin.  And  it was
wrong. It was all wrong.

I had to work out that the play only
carried its full meaning if one absorbed
Shakespeare's  compassionate,  but  at
the  same  time  very  direct critique  of
both   sides.   Read  in  that  way,   77[c
"crcfecz#f is not a blot on Shakespeare
but, among other things, a real message
to  me  about  how  he  saw  the  Jewish
predicament which is my own I

Evelyn `Nileock is an historian and sociologist
with  a  special  interest  in  Jewish  identity  and
alliludes to the Jews. Her book Pale.ifism 8Ind the
]ows will be |}ubJished this autumn.
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PAUL SHRANK
sends professional greetings to

NEIL BENSON
and

JOHN LIBSON
and wonders whether
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Ruskin House                                      Tel: (071) 8316677
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NEIL BENSON
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Chartered Accountants
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Chartered Accountants
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`SOME DIRTY LITTLE TEW'

Arme Ranasinghe

Fwhe¥;I:%:v:¥s:edctf:o;r%¥ar:t
precisely  three  Jews  who  are  called`permanent  residents'.   Permanent?

What and how long is permanent?
It reminds  me of the age-old ques-

tion:  how  many  angels  can  dance  on
the head of a pin?

Of course, other Jews come and go.
Those  who  work  for  UNESCO  or
CARE  or  FAO,  UNICEF,  WIIO  or
UNFPA, or any of the other alphabeti-
cal  concoctions  that  are  nowadays
fashionable  for  international  bodies.
But they don't count. We three are the
fixtures  and  constitute  the  total  ]oca]
experience of Jewry.

The first is Maria, who is a widow,
yet   too   young   to   be  resigned   to
widowhood.   She  drifts  delightfully
from day  to  sunny day - but Maria
has  no relevance to  this  story,  except
that she is one of the three Jews.

The other is Hanna. Hanna has lived
here much longer than either Maria or
I.  She  has  a  deep  voice  and  absolute
Continental certainty. Hanna cooks de-
\ictous dirLners for Rosh Hashanah, to
which  she invites Maria and me,  and
both she and Maria send beautiful, en-
graved  cards  wishing  a  Happy  New
Year. Maria has the proper ones from
London  with  the  old  Hebrew  letters
outlined in gold.  I don't send any be-
cause to me, the whole thing has over
the  years  become  as  absurd  as  the
Seders we used to have, where every-
thing was `ersatz' , from the cfeczrosef to
the mcz7ior,. and where, for the conven-
ience  of  guests,  large  chunks  of  the
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Haggczczczfe were left out. Don't misun-
derstand  me.  I  LOVED  those  Seders
when we had them before the Israelis
were asked to leave our country. But at
the same time, I would feel frustrated
at the  lack  of seriousness  with  which
these modem Jews regard detail, and I
was  disappointed  that  none  of  them
knew the  `right'  tunes for the various
songs,  such as Had Gadya a.nd Ehad
„z. yoczea.  The right tunes,  of course,
being the tunes I sang in my German
childhood,  where  all  the rituals  were
painstakingly  observed,  each word of
the Hczggczdczfa read from beginning to
end and one knew exactly where one
stood.

All  this  is  neither here  nor there.  I
am the third Jew -middle-aged, mar-
ried, with children of varying ages who
consider  themselves  anything  except
Jews.  They are swimmers  and rugger
players and when they have to fill in a
form, they are Buddhists. Our law only
recognises the importance of the father.
Mothers can just be anybody and they
don't  count.   In   spite   of  this,   the
children also used to enjoy the Seders
given by the Israeli Legation but their
enjoyment was, maybe, more for prac-
tical considerations. For instance, they
like 44czfzof - who  doesn't?  - and
thought four glasses of wine a fantastic
orgy.  Also, they could never get over
the  fact  that  one  could  dispose  of
plagues  by  throwing  drops  of  wine
about. And from the way they tackled
the±[  Gefilte  Fish  a.nd  Maize  Kleiss
you'd  never  have  thought  that  their
mother didn't count.

Of course,  my  children  are  cynics.

You have to be if you want to survive
in a country that has a New Year prac-
tically every two months. That is, there
is the Christian New Year on January
lst  which  is  celebrated  by  lighting
crackers and ships hooting and general
melTy-making. Then there is the Tamil
and  Sinhala New  Year  in  April.  The
Sinhala New Year goes on for several
days, and has a fascinating innovation
called  the   `Nonagathay'   or  neutral
time. Nonagathay is after the old year
ends  and  before  the  New  Year  has
dawned and it is a time when no one
may do any work. This can go on for
many hours, according to what the as-
trologer  decrees.  Not  that  we  need  a
Nonagathay  to  find  an  excuse  to  do
nothing.

Then there is the Hindu and Buddhist
New Year, and, soon after, we come to
the  Muslim   New   Year,   which   is
celebrated   with   luscious   dishes   of
Wafcz/czppczng - a pudding made from
eggs and coconut milk, cadju nuts and
jagg.Cry. And all the Muslim men go to
the Ga]le Face Green, a seaside espla-
nade,  and pray  kneeling  on the  grass
and touching the ground with their fore-
heads, facing Mecca -which makes a
fine  picture  every  year  for  the  front
page  of  the  local  evening  paper.  So
you  see,  one New  Year more  or less
really makes no difference.

The Israelis have gone, because their
then Prime Minister, Mrs. Golda Meir,
wouldn't listen to our Prime Minister,
who was I\drs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike.
You know how it is when two women
get together, or don't get together. So
now  I  don't  even  know  when  Roffe
Hashanah  or  Yom  Kippur  a.Ie,  rLor
Pesach  or  Hanukkah.  "Jhen  1  think
about it occasionally, I  feel  a bit sad,
but  the  years  have  passed  and  to  all
intents  and  purposes  I  had  forgotten
that  I  was  a  Jew.  I'm  just  a  citizen
without  religion  or  roots,  though  I
HAVE had three nationalities.

So that's me.
In  this  country  nobody  bothered

about Israel  until  Nasser came  along.
He  put  it  on  the  map.  People  before
Nasser used  to  ask  me what my  reli-
gion was and when I said I was a Jew
they'd blink and ask "What kind of a
Christian  is  THAT?"  Nowadays,  of
course, everybody knows what a Jew is
and what an Israeli  is,  though  under-
standably  they  get  a  bit  confused  be-
tween the two. But I have long ceased
to  be  identified   with  those  sturdy,
tambel-wearing  individuals  -  I  am
just a fixture and strangely that's how I
thought of myself too - when I both-

Continued on next page
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ered to think at all.
Until the other day.
I am a grower of bougainvillae. In

all there are  183 varieties, but so far I
own  only  39.  I  take  cuttings  and  sell
small pots to make pocket-money -
on the whole, it's more lucrative than
writing  short  stories  or  newspaper
articles and much more lucrative than
writing  poems  which  I  consider  my
forte,  but not  many  other people  do.
Well, an acquaintance asked me over
for coffee, because she wanted advice
on  her  bougainvillae  which  weren't
doing  so  well.  She  didn't  know  the
finer points, like they must be dug up
once  a  week  and  talked  to  every
morning.   So   we  were   sitting  and
comparing  and  contrasting  Dr.  Rao
with  Timna,  and  the  Maharajah  of
Mysore  with  Lady  Hamilton  No.  2,
and when we'd exhausted that topic we
started on Noodles.

My acquaintance is French, sfec is an
expert  Egg  Noodle  Maker,  and  she
sells  ffecm  for  pocket  money.  So  we
swap  -  one  pot  of  bougainvilla  is
worth  three  packets  of her  best  moo-
dles.  Of course, rare plants  are worth
about five packets. And then she started
telling me about her business problems
- how one shop had ordered a hundred
packets - I was doing quick mental
arithmetic, and came to the conclusion
that noodles are far more lucrative than
newspaper   articles,   short   stories,
poems and bougainvillae put together
-  and  that,  having  ordered,  they
wouldn't pay up. She is a pretty woman
and talks the way the French do, very
excitedly,  with  hands  and  feet  and  a
very mobile face. And she was saying
that  she  can't  be  running  after  these
people to collect money, after all, who
do they think she is - some dirty little
Jew?

There  was  a  dreadful  silence.  The
colour rose in my face, slowly but sol-
idly and I tried hard to think of some-
thing to say. But nothing would come.
My  acquaintance  hastily  asked  me
whether I'd like some more coffee, and
when   I  said   `no,   thank  you,'   she
proceeded to pour it all the same and
spilt it all over the saucer and the nice
embroidered tablecloth.

For me, those four words sheared off
the lethargy of several decades without
anti-Semitism.  I  was  suddenly  back,
walking  down  the  street  of  my  old
home town in Germany, trying to hold
myself stiff as  if I  couldn't care  less
while the kids were screaming abuse.
And I could see my father very clearly,
the  way  he  was  when  he  came  back
from  the  Concentration  Camp,  his
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thick wavy black hair all cut off and a
strange grey stubble sprouting over his
white  pate  and  all  the  skin  taut  and
yellow stretched over the cheek-bones,
yet  flapping  round  his  jowls.  And  I
heard  his  voice,  much  softer  than  it
used to be when he shouted for Mother
to hurry up brushing his top-hat ready
for Synagogue, saying in a gentle sing-
songvoicethatI'dneverheardhimuse
before:

"Hold  your  head  up  high  and  be

proud you are a Jew. Never forget it,
my daughter. It is your greatest herit-
age."

And I'd keep my head up high, even
when  the  stones  started  to  whistle
round and even when our neighbour's
son, who had suddenly become a Hitler
Youth, pushed me on the swing till  it
went straight over the bar on the  top
and I went flying over trees and houses
like  those  figures  in  Chagall's  paint-
ings while he shouted the Horsf WcJse/
song in accompaniment.  And I didn't
even scream.

So,  as  I  went  through  the  final
politenesses  of  our  not-so-successful
coffee party, I was pondering the phi-
losophy of both being and not being a
Jew. And when I got home there was a
letter from my daughter who had won
a scholarship to an American Univer-
sity. The newsy letter ended by saying:

"On Saturday I am going for Passo-

vcr  to  one  of my  friends.  You  can't
imagine  how  excited  I  am  about  the
Seder  ...  Gefilte Fish and Matzot  ... 1
just can't wait. And I hope they'Il sing
Had Gadya a;nd Ehad Mi Yodea ...."

How many angels, dear Lord? How
many angels can dance on the head of
a pin? I

Anne Rallas±nghe  is  a  poet,  molher  Of seven
children and widow  Of a  Sinhalese professor  Of
medicine. Born in Germany and now residenl in
Colombo, her story appeared in issues 33 lo 36 of
RANNA.

sM ANTI-JEWBOY

AY I BRIEFLY COMMENT
on  what  my  good  friend
Willy  Wolff  says  (A4AjvIVA

40) about the "anti-Jewboy remarks in
all  strands  of English  society" which,
being  "on par  with  smutty jokes  ......
betoken immaturity rather than deep-
seated hang-ups"?  If they  do - and
"usually melt away in personal encoun-

ter" - isn't that bad enough? Are we
not familiar with such timeless encoun-
ters?  Those  who  "don't  mean  yow"
mean every Jew and we would be fools
to fancy we are different in the eyes of
those to whom, as to Charles Lamb, "a
Hebrew is nowhere congenial".

You remember hfr Gilman, the gro-
cer (in "Loyalties"), who "has nothing
against Jews - but the fact is they get
on so", and only a skilled demagogue
is needed to exploit the jealousy. "Oh
ye so fiercely tended, ye little seeds of
hate ...... ", and if Alan Clark is pleased
to  regard human  beings  according  to
his diaries, as so much vermin, he can
claim to be speaking on historical prec-
edent.  "Anti-Jewboy remarks" are the
text,  the  rest  is  commentary,  as  we
should  have leant  in  our generation,
and if Clark seems immature, he must
have graduated by attending a party in
the May fair flat of hdr David Irving I

Caesar Aronsfeld
Harrow

sT REMORIES PLEASE

WO RABBIS ARE CREAING
a  book  to  inspire  adults  and
children with  the potential  for

unique religious experiences in Jewish
life. Rabbi Steven Rosman and Rabbi
Howard Bogot hope to collect personal
memories  of exhilarating Jewish  mo-
ments,  times  in  one's  life  when  you
felt  a  powerful   sense  of  God,   the
strength of Jewish tradition, a connec-
tion to Jewish ancestors, study-nurtured
ecstasy, Jewish mystical insight as well
as holiday and life-cycle bliss.

By  submitting  a reminiscence, par-
ticipants will help thousands of readers
discover a sacred dimension of Jewish
identity.

Please keep your submissions to five
hundred  words  or  less.  Since  the  au-
thors may  need to be in touch with  a
writer, include name, address, age dur-
ing this experience, site of this experi-
ence,  and  others  involved.  Should  a
reminiscence be selected for inclusion
in the book, the writer will be notified.

All names will be changed to assure
anonymity.  As  is  the  case  in  projects
such as this, we reserve the right to edit
a reminiscence with a promise to make
every effort to retain its integrity, style,
and  focus.  Responses  to  this  request
may   be  sent  to  Rabbi   Steven   M.
Rosman,  Ph.D.,  Jewish  Family  Con-
gregation, P.O. Box 249, South Salem,
NY 10590, USA I

Rabbi Dr. Steven M. Rosman
South Salem, New York
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By "us" I mean any Jew, particularly
any religious Jew.

After  seven  years  Demjanjuk  was
acquitted by the Jerusalem High Court
of being  the  Treblinka concentration
camp's Ivan The Terrible. And then he
was  immediately  accused  of being  a
guard in another death camp.

I know of no one who is not revolted
by  the  sight  and  thought  of  anyone
involved  in the  death  camps  living a
free  and  unpunished  life  for  decade
after decade until death.

Either the conscience of the world,
or its machinery of justice -possibly
both - have been badly deficient.

The agonising challenge is whether
fifty years on it is still possible for any
human  agency  to  bring these men  to
justice.  And whether the  sight of old
and increasingly frail men subjected to
long and gruelling trials does not end
by  dishonouring the memory  of their
victims.

We   have   to   face   the   fact,   as
unpalatable  as  it  is  inescapable,  that
there   comes   a   moment   when   it
becomes  impossible  for  any  human
agency  to  carry  out  justice.  That
moment may now be upon us.

Where human means are exhausted,
we must then leave final justice to God.

To the religious that is never a cop-
Out.

Beyond that, Judaism also demands
the    strictest   observance    of   the
distinction   between   justice    and
revenge. That was the first purpose of
"an eye for an eye .... " no more than an

eye.
And how many remember that the

Leviticus  verse  that  ends  with  the
commandment to "love your neighbour
as yourself", begins with another one:

"Thou shalt not take revenge."

However heinous the crime.

Ts:d:i¥to:a¥.s:,:ttLe:gaiit:p:,s;
that morning. It was five hours earlier
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on the American east coast, my caller
could not sleep, and wanted to tell me
about the baby  they had five months
before.

It was  a very  special  little girl, he
said.  At  which  my  heart  sank.  "You
mean...."

Yes, she was a Downs baby. And, he
insisted, one of the greatest blessings
which God had bestowed on them.

Judaism, even at its most orthodox,
does   not   require   that   or   other
exaggerations.

All it asks is acceptance of any hand
that God deals us.

Any   baby,   however   gifted   or
deprived.

TIIE  ONE TOOL THAT HAS
become  useless  in  seeking  to
understand the present plight of

Anglo - or world Jewry is the use of
the word "assimilation".

Words are like elastic. They can be
stretched so far and so often that they
become futile.

That  is   what  has  happened   to
assimilation.  It  is  used  for  anything
from living in two cultures, giving due
weight to both, to the forsaking of all
Jewishness and Judaism.

And we are never told in which sense
it is trotted out.

Not   only   has   language   taken
mammoth strides since "assimilation"
first  became  an  issue  in  the   19th
century,  so  has  Jewry's  post-ghetto
world.

Today we live in the inter-marriage
society.   And   both   orthodox   and
progressive Judaism have  yet to face
that with clear eyes and open hearts.

IRECKON  I  HAVE  CRACKED
the  secret as  to why most of our
communal bodies, from the Board

of Deputies to the local synagogue -
in that ascending order - are all run
worse than a bagel shop.

Because    they     are    ruled     by
committees.

And  where  a  committee  rules,
nobody rules.

Where  no  one  person  takes  either
the profit or bears the loss,  decisions
are  made  which  would  never  be
countenanced by  someone who alone
was liable to get either the boot or the
bouquet.

Or  they  are  clucked  for  year  after
year. For where the buck does not stop
with  anyone,  it just  spins  round  and
round the mczfzczri pudding.

IS  THERE  ANY  EXPRESSION
more sickly and more phoney than
"Der Heym"?

That is how second, third and fourth
generations  claim  their  immigrant
forebears referred  to their country  of
origin.

I have never heard it from an actual
immigrant.  If  they  were  German-
speaking.,  they  would  die  rather  than
do   such   violence   to   their   native
tongue' s grammar.

If  they  were  Yiddish-speaking,
would they be so sloppy?

And none would speak of their first
homeland  with  the  sentimentality
affected by their offspring.

Only with deep hurt. Or hatred .

Rabbi William Wolff !.a rabbj.-c/ec/ a/Br!.gfefo#
and    Hove    Progressive    Synagogue,    and
consultant    rabbi    to    the    Thames    Valley
Progressive congregation. He previously served
as rabbi in Milton Keynes, Newcastle upon Tyne
and as  an assistant to  Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the
West London Synagogue. He worked on national
newspapers before he became a rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events of a  high  level  within  easy  reach  of a  large_
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to Mama. Membership can be on
either an  individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1993 are:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£20.50
£32.50
£16.75
£23.75

Existing  subscribers to  Manna may deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription  from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre
•  -i .`

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Thursday llth November 1993 -8.00 p.in.

GROWING OLD DISGFIACEFULLY
New Ideas for getting the most out of life

with the Hen Co-op, authors of this bestseller

Extended until the 29th October 1993
TALES OF A PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY

AND OTHEF? STOF?lES
a Photographic Exhibition by Brendan Wilson

Sunday 21st November 1993 -8.00 p.in.
A F3ECITAL BY F?USSIAN  PIANIST ALEXANDER AF?DAKOV

a joint event with the New North London Synagogue
in aid of Russian Immigrants in Israel

Programme includes works by Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov and Liszt

Monday 22nd November 1993 -Thursday 13th January 1994
THE GOLEM OF PRAGUE

IN THEATRE AND COSTUME DESIGN

Sunday 5th December 1993 -8.00 p.in.
The New "A Funny Kind of Evening" with DAVID KOSSOFF

You have a minute, Lord?

Saturday 18th December -8.00 p.in.
SOUND OFF ABOUT ISFIAEL

Fifth Annual Public Speaking Competition for Students

AF`T COURSES
Ten-week daytime courses until 14th December 1993

Tuesdays 10.00 am -12.30 pin and Tuesdays 2.00 pin -4.30 pin

LUNCHTIME RECITALS -Thursdays 1.15 -2.00 pin
Autumn Series: 28th October,llth and 25th November, 9th December 1993

Printed by  FBEEDMAN  BPIOS.  (PPINTEBS)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB  081-458 3220
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